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In Oecision (0.) 87-05-071, we cletermined that our review 
of proposed contracts for sales. from California's largest electrie 
utilities to. individual customers at other than tariff rates would 
Joe aided Joy a set of guidelines for these specialcontract:s. We' 

decided that the most efficient way'to develop the guidelines was 
through. a workshop. 'ro. focus the workshop·,.s dlscussions, we 
proposed several guidelines for the parties' considerat'ion. 

_ Howev~r, we encouraged the p~rtiesto, bring'inth~i~ oWn proposals 
_ tor guidelines, and we made clear that the purpose of the workshop' 

was Hto air various proposals for guidelines and to.' allow 
interested parties to comment on the advantages and disadvantages 
of the proposals.H In 0.87-05-071,. we, ,decided to focus ~u.r i'nitial' 
attention on the specific ci'rcumstanceso.f.Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (PG&E), Southern californ'ia Edison Company (Edison),' San 

Diego. Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E), and our proposed guidelines 

~ 

covered only those utilities. " 
The workshop on the quideii~es was held. on J~ly 27 and 

28, 1987. At the close of the workShop" the Administrative U\w 

Judse (ALJ)determined·that. additional comments stating the 
positions of the' parties on the various proposals were des.irable:, 

• • '"'.>1 •. 

and on July 31, he issued a ruling invitins such' comments to. Joe 
tiled ~y Auqust 14. 
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contracts. The guidelines were viewed as an additional way to 
speed up the review of some of the special contracts. 

Some parties seemed contused aDout how aQopting 
guidelines would affect our review of special contracts. PSD in" 
its comments recolnlnended that contraets that conformed 'with the 
guidelines should be filed by advice 'letter for minimal review by 
the EValuation and Compliance ,Oivision. FUrther, PSO recommended 
that no approval be given ~or contracts that did not conform to the 
guidelines. 

PG&E's comments also asked the Commission to clarify the 
status of a contract that meets the guidelines. In PG&E's- opi:lion, 
such contracts should proceed 'through. the Expedited Appli~tion 
Docket procedure., but should'not be'subjeet'to.'a 'hearing 'and. should 
receive approval by the Cownissionwithin'lO days after the 
workshop reviewing the agreement.' 

As we made clear in', the May: decision, these guidelines 

'.' are not int'ended. in-any'way to. li:nit the utilities.' ability,te" " , 
negotiate special contracts. with their eustomers.' The guidelines' 
sole purpose is to allow for a faster review than 'would otherwise' , 
occur. Contracts with terms that"do.-not conform ' to. the guidelines: ' 
will not receive the' quick review 'Mae }:>os~ibie":by ,the, guidelines, , 
but such agreements may stil.l:be 'approved. it the contract can' be 

shown to be fair to. other ratepayers. Thus-our goal in, developing 
the guidelines is not to. specify the' exact termso~ the' "special' 

• 

eontraet~; but to. deyelop a set -of:s.afegUards that' should assure' " 
that contracts', confornung to' the' guidelines meet~ certaIn'key 
standards and' 'do. ~~t~ disadvM.ta9'eot,h~r ' ratep~yers .. 

, ':~, ... It~ is' oui' eun;ent 1nten.tion 1:b.at~l;ls~cial contracts, 
should be tiled under the EXpedited Application'Docket (EAD). As-' 

wediscUss- ,later in this deei'sion, the accelerated review provided, 
by the EAD should: incluae'contracts tor' incremental', sales, as well" 
as eontracts designed to<· avo:td;uneconomic 'bypass~' 
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ummm OPINlQN 

In Decision (0 .. ) 87;"05-071, we determined that our review 
of proposed contracts tor sales from california's largest electric 

, , 

utilities to, individual customers at other 'than tariff rates woula 
be aided by a set of guidelines for these special contract·s.. We 

. " 

decided that the most efficient way 'to ,develop- the guidelineS. was 
through.a workshop.. To focus the workshop-'s discussions, we 

,propo~ed several quidel~nes for the parties' consideration • 

• 
However, . we encouraged the parties t~ bring", in .their own proposals 
tor g'Uiaelines, and we made clear that the: purpose of the workshop 
was "to air va:r;ious proposals for guidelines and to allow 

• 

interested parties to. comment on 'the 'advantages and disadvantages 
of the proposals .. " In D.a.7-0S-071,. we, decided to. focus our initial 
attention on the specific circumstances, of Pac·ific Gas and Electric 
Company CPG&E), Southern· califo·rnia Edison· Company (Edison), san 
Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E),. and our proposed guidelines 
covered only those utilities. 

The workshop on the guid.elines ~as held on July. 27 ariel 
28, 198-7. At .the cloSe of the workShop,,.. the Aclministrative Law, C 

Judge (AIJ) deteX'lUinedthat aaaitio.nalcomments' stating ,the 
positions of the parties ~n the various proposals were d.esirable~ 
and on. July 3:1,. he issued a rulinq invi tiDg such comments to be 
tiled by August 14 • 

, . 
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Post-workshop comments were filed by the Commission's 
Publie Sta~f Division (PSD), PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, the Natural 
Resources Defense Council (NRDC), a group of large industrial 
customers consisting of Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc., General 
Motors Corporation, Nabisco Brands, Inc., Mobil Oil Corporation, 
New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc., Stauffer Chemical Company, 
and Onion Carbide corporation (Industrial Users), the State of 
california's Oepartment of General Services (OGS), and Pacific 
Power and Light Company (Pacific Power) .. PG&E, Edison, SOG&E,. 
NRDC, and the Cogeneration Service Bureau (eSB) also made written 
presentations at the workshOp. On September 18, 198.7, SOG&:E also 
filed a response to certain comments of PSO .. 

':the A'lJ's proposed decision. in this case was tiled on 
Oecember S,. 198-7, and parties were. allowed an: oPPOr't:1:lnity to. 
comment on the draft. Comments were received by PG&E, th~ Division 
of Ratepayer Advocates (the, successor to PSO),. Edison, SDG&E, NRDC, 

the, california "Energy Commission,.. DGS, the Industrial Users, . . .. . . 
Chevron lJ .S .. A., and'the Northern cali~orn.ia Power Aqeney" which 
also submitted. a Petition to~Intervene .. 

In this decision we adopt a set of guidelines and discuss 
several related issues. 

:r. The Pux;pog ot the GUidelines 

In 0.87-05-071, we described, the ,development of 
,guidelines as one o.f the, most urgent tasks facing this proceeding .. ' 
At the time, our concerns had been raised by utili~ies' allegations 
that several large customers were.rapiclly approaching their 
deadlines for decid.in9,~ whether t~'. build self-generation.facilities. 
We had previously deteimined that we wanted to revie~ all special 
contracts with potential bypassers, ancl we had"'set up the: ExPedited 
Application Docket (EAO) to provide for: more rap,icl review of these 
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contracts. ~be guidelines were viewed as an additional way to 
speed up the review of some of the special contracts. 

Some parties seemed confused about how adopting 
guidelines would affect our review of special contraets. PSD in 
its comments recommended that contracts that conformed with the 
guidelines should be filed by advice 'letter for minimal review' by 
the Evaluation and Compliance Division.! Further, PSD' recommended 
that no approval be given tor contractS:'that did not conform to the 
guidelines. 

~E's comments also. asked the Commission to clarify the 
status of a contract that meets the '9uide-lines. In PG&E's, opinion" 
such contracts should proceed'through the, Expedited Application 
Docket procedure, :but should not.:bc'subject to'ahearinqand should 
receive approval :by the CO,mmissionwi thin 3 0 " days' after the 
workshop reviewinq the agreement. 

As we:made clear'intb.e ~y'decision, these gUidelines 
are- not int'ended in.' any way to-ll.mit the:utilities.' ability,to. . 
negotiate 'special cont~acts.with their customers. The ,guidelines' 
so.le purpose is to.' allo.w for a tast'er review than 'would' o.therwise 
occur. Contracts 'with terms that.'do-not conto.rm·te the guic:lelines 
will not receive the' quick reviewm~de'· possible,'bY' thequidelines, 
but: such aqreements may still be, ,approvedi:f

i 

the, contract' Can be ' .. 

shown' tc>:be fair to' other ratepayers. ' Thus our qoal ,in. developing" 
the guidelines is not to specify the exact terms ef the sPecial' 
contracts; but to- develop a setofs.afequarc:ls that: should assure', , 
that contracts conforming, to the,' quid.elines m.eet: certaixikey 
standardG and Clo. ~~1;.': (11~ad~Anta9'o ,ot);1e~', rat~p~yers. ' 

': ..... It,~ is' oui' Curr~nt ,inten:tion that- ~ll.,sP':cial contr~s 
should ,be filed und.er the' Expeditecl ,Application'Docket (&AD). As 

we discuss later in this decision, the'accelerated·reviewprov!aed 
by theEAD sheuld. includ.e' contracts for incremental sale's, as; well 
as contrac;ts designed to' avoid., 'Uneeonomic 'bypass. ." , 

-' ~ -
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Onder the EAD, a workshop is held shortly after the 
filine; of the application. At the workshop, the assigned moderator 
determines whether any protests filed to the applica~ion roquirc 
evidentiary hearing'S. The workshop' is also an appropriate forum 
for the determination of whether a contract conforms· with the 
guidelines. The utility's application should. include a complete 
statement of how the contract meets the~idelines. 

It there are no protests., and it the', contract talls 
within the guidelines, it should normally :be recommended for 
approval within 30 days of the workshop •. However,. we cannot say at 
this time that routine' approval will always be granted to every 
contract conforming' . to the quidelines..,. The' purpose ,o,t the 
guidelines is, as already stated, to speed.. our review:. The purpose 
of our review of thesecontraets is to ,ensu;-~ that other ratepayers 
are not und\:tly disadvantaged by these contracts. 'rhe g\lidelines. 
are designed so that if a contract confo~to theguideli~es, we 
sh'ould be assured that other ratepayers.'will not be harmed, and we 
have. tried to fashion guidelines with this purpose in mind. 
However, the field,.of special contracts. is. still· new to both the 
Co:rn:m.issionandthe utilities. We ,are not yetconvineed .that the· 
quidelines are' adequat'e ,to sereen:~ut, .allcontraets. tha,t ~y injure 
other ratepayers.. Al thoug'h.we cont~plate that all .. contracts 
conforming' to' the guidelines- will be approved without h,earing's, we 
reluetantlyreserve' the right to; examine unusual terms . of unusual 
\.... '. " • I " , 

contracts in a hearing 'when such a review 'is. needed to-ensu:re that 
other- ratepayers are: not harmed~"":With time and experience, we ... 

'., ..,. I .'" ." .. 

tully expect .. that "this rese~atiO'n can be dropped', and that the 
':';,9'Uidelines:::may :fullY. tunCtion 'as#lten~~d.': .. ... . , 

Contracts.. not contorming to-the,g'Uidelines wil,l ,be 

subj ect to- the. normal EA.O procedure, ana' : may '9'0" tohearine; if "
protest is made or if certain. eJ.ements:.require further· 
investigation. 
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If a contract that conforms to the guieelines is 
proteste~, the moderator will examine the basis of the protest to 
determine if hearings are needed. 

The concern underlying PSO's recommendation that the 
Commission should not approve contracts deviating from the 
guidelines is misplaced" since the point of our review, whether or 
not the contract conforms to the guidelines, is to, see that 'the 
interests of other ratepayers are protected.. No- useful purpose 
would be served by refusing to engage'in such a review .. 

We hope in the future to-be able ,to narrow and to 
", 

elillLinate our review' 0:= some ·contracts.. After the elimination of 
the Electric Revenue':Adjustment Mech.anism CERAM) ~ for example,. we 
may reach the stage when contracts for 'incremental sales will not 
need review. Ideally,. we would be ,able to establish a system of 
incentives so that the utility's interests would'never conflict 
with. ratepayers. Experience may also teach' us whIch terms of the 
contracts are likelY' to, require review and which terms may be 

• ,sa,fely ignored or lind ted.. . . 
Although the guidelines are ,intended to-allow the 

utilities flexibility in their negotiations', the utilities. should 
recognize that the principlei and,'the' 10<3'ie: underlying the specific 
guidelines should be, respected in contracts, not conforming to- the' 
guidelines. Thus,. although,a'particularcontract:may contain a 
floor term that varies ~ from the mechanism', specified in the' 

• 

, I, 

guidelines,. for example, it is nearl.y impossible':to-1magine that a " 
contract that, tailed to recover the utilities', short-run costs,of ( , 

providing energy could be.toundreasonable. 

II. COntracts tor Incremental Sales, 

The in! tial focUs for the guidelines was' onimpendinq , 
special contracts with customers who were threatening' imminent 
bypass of the utilities i , systems. The regulatory policies"we' 
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adopted in 0.87-05-07l, however, allowed for another type of 
contract at less than the ~ariff ratc. We rccogniz~d that, with 
the elimination of ~~ and the e~~stence of generating capaci~y 
well above target reserve margins, utilities had an opportunity to 
stimulate additional sales to some customers ~y offering a reduced 
rate for such incremental sales~ By Nincremental sales,N we mean 
those additional sales that would not be made under existing tariff 
rates; the additional sales are made only because o,f the utility'S 
ability to offer a discounted rate. In our earlier decision, we 
did not c:1iscuss the role of the guidelines with regarc:1 to' these 
incremental sales. 

The threshold issue is whether we intend to review 
special contracts for incremental sales. Insetting up the. 
Expedited Application Docket,. we referred only-to· the anti-~ypass 
type of special cono;ract, and because of. the .'?AD's 'speCific . 
requirements, a contract for incremental sales could not qualify 
for the accelerated procedure. To clarify this point, '{.{e d,o want 
to review special contracts,for incremental sales, at .~east 
initially, and we will modify our, Expedited, Application Docket to 
allow for a faster review of these contracts. 

Further, we ~elieve .that many" but not, all, of the 
guidelines we adopt in.' this· decision should also- ,app,ly to special 
contracts for. incremental sales. As' we discuss. each. 9'Uidelin~,., ~e . 
will make clear whether and to' what extent the guideline applies to,. 
the contracts for incremental sales, as well as the primary focUs, 

,",. 

the anti-bypass special contract. . .', 

xxx - The fropose(l Guidel1n-= 

A. Eloor a:is:e 
The parties reached an unusual, leveL o:f-~agreem.ent' in 

recognizing the need for some sort of tloorprice guideline. The 
parties aqreed that the floorl?riee should ensure that the utility. 
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recovers all of the costs it incurs in serving' the customer under 
the contract, and thus should avoid hidden subsidies from other 
ratepayers. In keeping with. the advisory r.~::ure o,t the quideli:les, 
we aqree with PSO's oharacterization ot the floor price appropriate 
tc a guideline as "the lowest price possi~le that does not 
disadvantage other ratepayers in either the short or long run." 
Within this general definition, however, there is room for 
ditferences of opinion, and the parties differed considerably over 
the appropriate components of the floor price. 

3.. ;Energy Cost 
The parties generally agreed' that it was necessary for 

the floor price to cover all of the short~run costs of the· fuel 
required to produce the electricity soldtc the customer under the 
contract. Most parties felt that use of the Standard Offer Number 
1 (SO#l) energy formula was an appropriate mech.anism: for the, energy , 
component of ~e floor price. 'I'h~smechanism has been approved by 
the commission f<;Jr u.se in, ,pricing: purchases. of power from 
independent power production facilities .. EachutilitY'aajusts its 

. '.. '.""' .." ' 

50#1 energy price quarterly, to reflect changes in the' price' of the 
marginal fuel.'I'he parties' also'agreethat'this,component of the 
floor price should float during the term of ,thecontraet"to 
refleetchanging fuel markets;;. 

We agoree that SOIl sets an, appropriate energy component: 
for the floor price.. The mechanism has worked: well and has gained 
widespread acceptance in' the alternative generation:, f'ield.·,', and it 
is : fortunate that it also, fits the needs ot this proeeedinq_ 

" 

',,' I, 

In-a related recommendat'ion, pso<has.'suggested: that , 
utilities should.' alsO: bOok a cred.'it to- their :energy Cost Ad.juGtment, 
Clause (ECAC) accounts monthly ,at' the appropriate:' ECAC rates. :for 
, , . . "' . 

, . 
" 

each kilowatt-hour sold, underspec'ial" contract$.:' 'l'llis crediting' 
would"qua.rantee 'that ~other'-ratepayersiwoulcl" not Dear' anyo-r the' 
fu.el costs asscciated: with service un'c1er the special contracts~ 
'I'hese credits would, De separate from the floor price, althou9h" 

.,' I"~ 
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there should. ~e a close relationship ~etween the level of SO#l and 
the ECAC rates. 

Edison raised a rela~ed point in response ~o one o~ PSD's 
suggestions during the workshop. Edison agrees that the utility 
should also· make full contri~utions to other appropriate balancing 
accounts, such as the Major Additions Adjustment Clause (MAAC) 

account, tor special contract sales that are included in the sales 
for~cast. We agree that such crediting-to. ECAC and other relevant 
balancing accounts is appropriatet~protect the interests of other 
ratepayers. 

The purpose· of reqUiring: these credits is to. ensure that 
othe::- customers do not indirectly or inaclvertently subsidize the 
eustomers purchasing,under special contracts.· The credits. should 
bo designed to ~over the increases that oecur in the balancing., 
accounts when consumption, increaGos incramcntally • Within 3·0· days. 

of the effective.date of this deeision,PG&E, Edis'on, and SDG&E 

sllall' s~xnit a list of· s~ch creclits to affected balancing accounts 
and a description, including suggested tariff, revisions',', of how 
they propose· to make such eredits. 

2 _ trMsmissiQD and PiotrilNtioD ~9st~. 
Considerable disagreement arose, on the question whether 

transmission and distribution ('r&O) .' costs'· should .~ in<:l.uded·. as a .' 
, . 

component of the. tloorprice .. , , 
One side otthe arqument urqed .thatT&D·costs are. sunk' 

costs that d.on't vary in the· ,short run. Since the lI1ar9inal~&D .' 

., "., 

cost ot serving a'customerunder a special contract is zero,. De>:. '1'&0', .'.:. 
component should be·included in the tloorprice. However, it 
service to a specific customer req\lires T&Dexpenditures by the .' . 
utility,. then the contract rate tor that customer· should includ.e a 
'r&D ·component to· keep. other ratepayers economically inditferen:t.· 

'!'he other. s.1de, was articulatedprimUily by PSO. PSD 
arCJ'ued that the Commission had never; adopted- a, ,yintaqed rate 
approach. to 'r&D, costs, under which newer customers· wouldbea.r,the .. ,. 

a -



• cost of the new facilities built ~o serve them. Rather, the 
Commission's approach to '1'&0 marginal costs viewed the costs as 
rental charges. When '1'&0 costs are seen as rental charqes, they 
are variable in the short term~ and they, snould be included as a 
component of the floor price. PSO therefore suggests that the 
floor should include a 'r&D component, based on the 1'&0 marginal 
costs adopted in each utility'S last general rate case. PSO 
suggests that this component could be escalated and fixed at the 
commencement of tho contract. 

Both sides of this argument have logical virt~c~. In the 
context of anti-bypass special contracts, in particular, '1'&0 costs 
are mostly neither incremental nor decremental: added or retained 
consumption!rom the anti-bypass speci~l contracts does not cause 
the system to incur additional 'r&D costs, but neither does self
generation and the associated'reduetion in consumption result in 
any likely T&D savings. For the sake ot consistency with., our" 
general approach'to the determination ot: marginal costs !orT&D:~ we 

• ~ill agree with PSO that, the floOrpr:ice ,should include a component 
reflecting the rental value of 1'&0 facilities. 'The marqinal' 1'&0, ' 
cost establish~d in eaehutility's. general rate ease shall ser.re 'as" 

the 'r&D component of the ,:floor.. This compon~nt may be fixed at'the 
outset of'thecontract,. based' on the T&O'marqinal cost,adopted in ~ 

the utility'S last general rate case',. with 'appropriate escalation.' 
The 1'&0 component may be stepped up' .. annually over the te:r:m of,the 
contract, accorc1ing to a predeterininedformula; or it 'may :be·, , 
levelized over the term. of the agreement,. .'aqa1n using appropriate' 
escalators. 'The contract may' al:souse th:e actual T&D marginal., ' 

• 

coata established' in th~ qeneral' rate' cases decided during the> term, 
o!the agreement. 

We will make one exception" to: this general, approach. 
Contracts tor incremental sales may" result' in"increasedload that 
requires modification ot the 'I'&D system or acceleration of'th.e 
installation of planned il11provements. In' these cases., the. contract 
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price should recover an appropriate measure of these site-specific 
increased costs. 

3. ~neration costs 
~he arquments over whether generation costs should be 

included in the floor price echo those surrounding the T&O,issue. 
One side of the arqument notes that sunk generation costs do not 
vary in the short term, and the addition or, deletion of an 
individual customer doesn'tchanqe these sunk, costs one,whit. ~he 

opposing argument is that a customer under a special contract ,is 
making use of the system's. generation capacity and therefore should 
ma~e some contribution to- help, meet the costs o,f the system's 
generation resources. 

PSO argues that the generation.costs: component can .. :be

reflected by use of the Energy Reliability', Index· (ERI),. which was 
developed in connection with purchases:, from independent :!:'ower 
producers. The ERr varies to reflect the valueot additional 
capacity to the system. When the,ERi is l •. O,the value ;'f. 
additional capacity is· equivalent. to· the value of an additional 
combustion turbine. As additionaleapacity beco~es.necessary to 
meet reserve margin requirements,. the index riseS. and generation by 
independent power producers, -should be stilnulated. by h.i~her C:apaci ty . ' 
prices. The index approaches 0.0 to reflect increas:in~ly lower 
needs. for additional generation for purposes of system. reliwility. 

PSD thinks that use of this index is appropriate for ~~e 
floor price, because utilities plan ,for additional generating 
plant~ based. o~ the demand patterns that are es~:l-ished ,today. If 
the })riee of power sold'under special. contracts is. artificially 
low, greater than appropriate demand:will',result~, andthe.nee,d:for .. 
additional generation will be accelerated. PSDl:>elieves. that the 
ER! is useful in establishing accurate price signals ~or 
appropriate levels of consumption by special contraets'~customers. 

Some of the. parties agree that, use of theERI -would-be 
appropriate if the utility had any new resources on the planning· 

;,. ... - 10 -
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horizon (which they say they QO not) and if the ERI accurately 
reflected today's situation (Which they say it doesn~t). Edison 
apparently joins PSO in agreeing tha~ an ERI-adjusted capacity 
component is appropriate for the floor price. PG&E believes that a 
generation component is needed only if the contract in ~estion 
extends into a period when the Commission's OIR-Z process has 
identified a need for added capacity~ In a similar vein, the' 
Industrial Users recommend that the s- t~ lO-year contracts 
contemplated in this proceeding should not contain a generation 
component, since capacity will not ,~e needed in that time frame. 
Pacific Power opposes any general requirement to include the 
generation component, unless and until additional resources are 
re~ired. 

We are persuaded that, some reflection of capacity costs. 
is appropriate for the floor price. In theory, the' floor shoUld, 
e~al the utility'S long-run marginal cost IOf' Capacity. However,. 
our estimates of long-run marginal' capacity costs are not yet ve::y 
reliable. In addition," the' 'relat£vely Short terni that we allow'for :: 
'.. • J 

special contracts conforming to th~' guidelines permits us. to'" 
consider other measures of the capacity component of the floor 
price. 

Edison suggests that the ERI-adjusted'short-:run 

.. ' " 

generation capacity' costs.contain~d' in SO#l,are"a" reasonable 
measure of the qenerationcosts. of serying Customers under special 
contracts. The ERI provides a : readily ~vailabie' slidinq-scale "' 
mechanism that can serve ~sa reaso'nabiyaeeurate signal' of the', 
cost of the demand ,that all' customers plaee on the system.. 

• • .' >'c. '" " ' " :." 

Although SOIl reflects only very ,short-term capacity' costs, we, ." "~" 

believe that,' in light' of the' relativelyshort'lim.its we plaee'· ... on;~' ,.' 
special contracts' conforming:' to: the gUidelines,. the SOIl ~paeitY:' ':,: 
component provides a'sufiici~t' iXldieatlon' ot· the 'Changing need.'tor, 
ad.ditional capacity. 'We will adopt the, ',ERI-adjusted capacity 'pri'Ce' 
of SOIl as an appropriate generation component tor the' floor; price~, 
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In applications for approval of specific contracts, we will 
entertain the utilities' proposals on how this component may :be 
escalated, fixed at the outset of the contract, or levelized. 

We are concerned about some Qf the utilities' statements 
during the workshops that the ERI is out of date or so. inaccurate 
that it is unreliable. If a utility feels that its current ERI 

needs adjustment or refinement, it should either petition for 
appropriate adjustments in A.S4-04-044, et al., or petition for a 
modification of this decision to. alert us of its concerns. 

In a recent proposed elecision in Application CA.) 
82-04-044, the ALJ noted several problems with applying the ERr to. 
PG&E's system, because of 
hydroelectric resources. 
requirePG&E to apply the 

its high proposition of weather~dependent 
Because of. these problems, we will not 
ERI adjustment to. its SO #1 capacity 

I' '<', 

prices to serve as a floor price •. PG&Emay,employ the ad.justment 
adopted by the Co:mm.ission in the pending'. deeisionin A.82-04-044 .. 

. .. -\ 

''Xc avoid ~~rming other ratepayers, this guidel,ine should 
apply to both anti-bypass and inerel11ental sales contraets_' , 
B.. Size Limits 

The specific question' addressecl in this section is what 
size limits, if any, should be placed on the contractstb.at fall 
within the guidelines for special contracts,. However, a related 
and more complicated, question is whether special contracts sho~d ' 
:be limited 'to. only the customers whQse sales and. revenues will no. 
longer ~ .', sU):)j ect to ERN-t. The .latter· quest,ion, will be. addressed~ 
in a later section. of this, dec1si'on. 

For purposes of the' guidelines" Edison and PG&E' '. 
recommended a 1000 ldlowattlilnitation. They have p~esen!=ed. the~, . 
results'of studies showing that nearly'all:CYt tliepot~tial for 
bypass resides.. with cus.tomers ,With a demand of;,~OOO leW or 9Tcater. 
The ,l.000 kW limit: alsocQineides. with, their'recommendations for the 
definition ot." the larqe light'iand power' (LL&P) , class. 

-l2 -
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SDG&E favors no limit. Beeause of the higher level of 
its =ates compared to the other utilities, SDG&E has identified. a 
greater potential for .bYPASS among customers in the 20-1000 kW 
range. Accordingly, if any limit is adopted, SOG&E recommends that 
its limit be set at 20 kW. 

PSD is still awaiting full responses to its data requests 
on this issue. From the limited data available-to it, PSD is 
concerned that drawing the J.ine at 1000 kW :may be ineffective- in 
warding off future bypass. PSD notes'that'the data supplie-dby 
PG&E and Edison indicate- that fully half of the identified bypass 
potential among customers above 1000'" kW' has· already been realized; 
that is, about half of" the potential bypassers have already left or 
committed to leave the system., ,On"tb.e' other hand" PSt> notes,. the, 

'utilities appear to have little' information on the bypass, potential 
for customers in -the 500~1000·. kW' range.. PSD tears that the 
greatest future bypass potential lies'in this class, . and that the

incentives developed- in this proceeding should be aimed'at this 
class, if avoiding future bypass istne goal. Accordingly, PSD 
recommends a, limit ot' 5-00 kW for PG&E and Edison and ZOkw for 
SDG&E. 

The Industrial Users concur with the utilities' proposals 
and. recommend limits of 1000 kW for PG&E and Edison and 20-kWfor 
SOG&E. Pacific Power recommends a lilnit of., SOO' kW" but it appears 
that this recommendation applies to, its system only .. 

For the limited purposes of ,the quicielines, we think that 
setting the size guideline to, includeoniy eontraetswith customers' 
with 1000 kW or more of demand serves a useful purpose. The,only 
question we are addressinq here is identifyinq· which:' contracts . 
qualify for the accelerated review made possible by the' g'Uidelines ... , 
We have become convinced that many customers' of this size can ' 
present a credible -threat of' bypass:: indeed., as PSD has pointed' 
out, many eustomersof this elass-, have already committed-, to leave 
the system. Information on thebypas$ potential. of. slllAller 

• - 13 -
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customers, however, is sparser, and we believe that it would be 
useful for us to hear a more detailed justification of the bypass 
threat. Since contracts with smaller customers will not initially 
qualify for the accelerated approval made possible by these 
guidelines, we view the size limitation of the guidelines as a way 
of stayinq infor.med of new.technoloqical and economic developments 
that may extend the feasibility of bypass to smaller customers. 
The number of special contracts with smaller customers brought for 
our approval is an important and reliable indication of such 
developments. If we become more certain of the bypass potential 
for smaller cus.tomers ,. we will lower the size limit for purposes of 
the guidelines.. The different circumstances: o·f the individual 
utilities may eventually lead,to.different'size.limitations. 

For s.imilar reasons,. this guideline should. apply to 
incremental sales in· the' following' fashion: Only contracts. for 
incremental saleS: to customers whose b'ase de-mandis .. 1000,~ kW or more 
coxo.e within the· guideline ..... However, for· these customers the 

. individual contract for increxo.ental sales. does not need to amount 
to 1000 kW to qualify for accelerated review. A9'ain,' we expect to' 
modify this size limit as we gain more experience in this area. 
c. lWCimum Term 

In our May decision, we proposed a maximum term for 
contracts conforminq to· the. 9'Uid~lines~of·three years. In part, 
this proposal reflected: a lack of confidence in our ability to
foresee the course of the events affecting .. the electric utility 
industry, and in part it was related to· the ew:rent length of' the' 
general rate case cycle. 

'rhe utilities were' united in stressinq that.a tamo! at 

• 

"."-.;', •' ....... .. 

least five years was theminimum .. needed foraspecial.contraettc> ;' .. . 
be considered by a, customer.. Because. of the two-, to- thre~year : 
lead time tor development and construction o~ a selt-qeneration 
unit" cus.tomers need to- l)eqin to explore their electricity options 
about three years before the power is neecled, or three years before . 
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the expiration of the contract. If the term of the contract is 
only three years, the customer would be forced· into a constant 
state of planning and would likely choose sel!-gcnc=~tion at ~~e 
outset to avoid the inconvenience of perpetual planning. 

. Several parties urged five years as the minimum term, 
with a maximum term of lO years. SOG&E,. for exaxnple,.' asserted that 
the utility, as the' ·zGller· under the contract, :benefited from 
longer contract terms andqreater' stability of its customer base •. 
Accordingly, it'urged that contracts of over five years'shouJ:;o.'be 
alloweo. under the quidelines if the price is, indexed to fuel.costs~ 
even without such, indexing, contracts of up, to five yearsshoulo. be
permitteo.. Edison thought that anoption,presumably,exercisco. by 

the utility,. for an additional five yearsshoul:dbe available 'at 
the eno. of the initial 'five-year term. 

A further crue,stion haa' to d.o, with, whether, 'the, eustomer 
should. begin to receive the reo.u,ceo. rate: when the, . postponed sel'f- " 
generation fa.cility wou.ld have begUn operat~on or when the contract, 
was executed. Most parties'thouqh.t the term. ',should begin when the 

, ',' • 'f" ' • 

phantom plantwou1d have started operation. 
For purpOSC:!!- of the guidelines,. we' :oelieve that a maximum 

term of five years is apprC)priate for contracts. designeo. ,to. o.eter, 
self-generation byacustomer. "We recO<;nize that: the proposed 
three-year term would have been unattractive, to :most potential" 
bypassers.. We' are still concerned, ,however, about future., 
volatility in the industry,'" and we think that, short' contracts' are 
preferable at this. time. Also:,. "we agree witllthe parties;who 
suggested that for purposes. .o:f~ the gui.¢el.ine$, .. the ,rate"concess1ons 
should begin when the phAntom. ~yPa.ss.:·tacilitY would- ~~e"bequn 

. . . ~~" '..'. ' " .' 

operation, since the customer is nO-Detter ,nor worse off under the" 
contract it this commencement,ciateis used. ' Again,. 'contraetswith 
longer terms may be negotiated ',by the. utility and. approved by the 
commission, but" they will not be' quaranteedthe' quick review, that 
the guidelines are' intended to make possible",: 

- l5'-
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For contracts for incremental sale$~ leae time is not 
sucn an important consideration~ and our concern about forecasting 
cond.itions in a volatile economy weigh heavier in O1,;,r decisio::.. We 
conclude that for purposes of thequidelines, contracts for 
incremental sales should be limited to· three years from the 
commencement of sales uneer the contract •. 

orne guidelines should include a further lilnitation that 
should apply to both types of special contraets. Tne term of a 
special contract conforming to the' quidel:tnes shoule'not extene 
into any year when forecasts indicate that additional capacity will 
be neecled to meet target reserve margins. 'I'he purpose of allowing 
special contracts is to' take advantage of existing eXCeSs. capacity. 
Consid.erable justification will'be required to demonstrate the 
benefits of extending discounted rates into a period when increased 
demand creates a need for additional'capacity •.. -' ," ,:'. " 
o. lj.mc Di:(tcn:ntiatioJ) 

. Two concerns underlie our desire for tilne differentiation 
of the special contracts' price terms. First is .the fact it costs 
the utilities 'more to produce ei~ctricity'd.urinq·peak hours. than' 
during off-peak hours,. since they,must turn'to'proqressivelyless 
efficient generating units :to·meet:higher-·levels of demand .. ' Our 
concern here, is that.the contract price should at least cover the 
utilities' cost· of producing the power sold"under the special' 
contracts. second, higher demands at peak periods often drives the, 
need for additio~al resources,. . since the reserve. margin . is' 
primarily designed: to: assure that peak loads are. reliably·'met. At 

, ••.•. .., I 

present,. additional. ,resol.U::cesLare. 'usually, mor~!"experlsi ve and' 
environmentally t;:oubl~~ome ':tnan:reiyinq on existinqresources-: 
Excessive Qn-peak demand may thus ,affect the,rates charged "tOo; all 
customers, since, the. cost of constructing. or· obtaining: new; ..... ,' 
resouroe~' is. borne -by all customers. our, concern here" is ,·that: the., '.:' 
price signals of the contract should discourage undue on~peak 
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consumption and should eneourage the customer to flatten its load 
as mueh as possible. 

These desires are tempered by our recognition that self
generation units make most sense for the customers when the 
facilities are desiqned to run at a high load factor. Thus, the 
facilities against which the special contracts will eompete have 
flat costs tor the customer~ Even though high on-peak rates are 
offset by low o!f-pe~ rates-, and. thus. high load faetor customers 
are basically indifferent, exeessive' time differentiation 
requirements for the special eontracts may tilt the customer's 
decision toward bypassing the system. 

PSD argued strongly for time differentiation 
requirements. PSD recommends that ,onlycontraets with.' time-ot-use 
energy rates and on-peak demand' charqes should. fall within the 
guidelines. These two charges will si,qnal both 'the .hourly running, 

~ ."', 

eosts of the utility in producing, the' power and, the long-runeost, 

•

' ef adding eapaci ty to. meet on";l='e~k demal'ld, .according to. PSD,.'· 
. The utilities generallY' concede' the need ter some time 

• 

differentiation in the rates of-contracts falling within the 
guidelines, but they plead for more flexib'ilitythan' PSD's 
proposals allow • Ed.ison, for examp·le·", lists a 'nw:nber~ of options 
tor time differentiation. A pre~ef~ned load profile whichlixnits.·:, 
the availability o·f the special contraet-;rate, combined' with a rate,' 
design which mirrers the. costs' of self-generation anct·consists. of', 
high fixed charges and 'low. variable charges, gives the customer a 
great incentive t~ conform to the load profile as closely as 

• r , < 

possible. In its general rate ease,. Edison has. propesed a Marginal" 
Cost Contract Rate,. which aCljust.s"the·fixed charge to- reward or'· . ,. 

. . , . , 

punish a customer tor an i:mprove:rnent or ,deterioration otsummer on-' 
peak load faetor. Edison also has' a Spet P:l:icing' Alnendlnent· in an' 
agreement with one of itS custemers that limits'the' availabilitY of', 

the discounted on-peak rate' and ties the.' limit"' to the' Customer's. 
mid- and otf-peak usage,.. thus creating a: load-flatte.n:ing incentive • 
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In addition, the customer's load is fully interruptible to mitigate 
the customer's contrib~tion to long-term capacity shortages. 
Edison suggests that a variety of mechanisms should be sufficient 
to meet the time differentiation requirement of the guidelines.' 

PG&E also recommends that the goals of the time 
differentiation requirement may be met by any of a variety o.f. , 

mechanisms. It lists time-differentiated energy rates, defined load 
shapes, on-peak demand charges, and percentage discounts .from 
tariff rates as possi~ilities. PG&E also points out that many 
special contract customers will continue to take a portion of their 
load at regular tariff rates, wh.ich are time-differentiated; and 
thus will face time-of-day pricing for marginal consumption. ,'The 
load shifting incentives on the.margin for such· customers· is, as 
strong as for customers on tariffed.rates. 

For purposes of the :,q.uidelines, we . think, it" 'is important 
both to ensure that the special contraCt's price should cover'the' 
utility'S hourly costs and that the customer should ,have, some ' 

• .. t, ' ' , . 

signal reflecting the long-ter.m,effe~ of, peak usage on the system. 
For purposes of the guidelines, we think . the' first objeCtive is met· 

, " . 

if the enE'lr9":{ component Of. the floor:priee is time-differentiated. 
We" have already determined. the the ener9":{' component of the floor·' 
priee guideline should be the 50#1 :energy payment·; since' this 
meehanism is routinely divided into-:time-differentiated components, 
i:t is a simple matter to. incorporate the time-differentiated rate···· 
as the floor. 

We want to, make clear that the time-differentiated floor 
.' 

is adopted only for purposes of the guideline and the accelerated 
treatment that the guidelines make. possible. Contracts with 
undifferentiated floo.rs, or other terms :may be shown to ~ fair to: 
other ratepayers by the applicant utility. 

We also believe that it :i:s importanttolDaintain some 
time-of-use incentives' in the customer's .. ' actual pay:ment above the 
floor price. 'However, we also want to allow the utilities 
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sufficient flexibility to make the special contracts attractive for 
potential bypassers. For purposes of the guidelines, we believe 
that this concern is satisfied if ":l'l.e differential l7letwee:l ":l':.e O:l
and off-peak contract rate for marginal consumption is roughly the 
same as the differential between on- and. o·ff-peak rates in the 
applicable TOU tariff. This requirement may be met in many ways. 
Obviously, this requirement is met when part of the customer's load.' 
is su]:)ject to both on- andoff-pea,k tariff· rates. A percentage 
discount from the tariff rate is also· acceptable.' A properly 
constructed. load. profile, combined with ~ appropriate rate 
structure under the contract may 'also-. meet' thisgu'idelinc. 

Apart from the mechanisms listed above, it may be 
difficult to· determine wh.ether a eontract 's time.,d.i:fferentiation' , 
provision is roughly equivalent to the applicable TO'tJ.schedule's 
differentials.. For such contracts, .. the utility' and' our. staff,·will . 
have t~ exercise some jud.gment in""apply1ng this quid.eline. Our'. 
intention here is to provide' the' utility. with great flexibility in· 
developing the appropriate rate provisions while'retaining.an 
ef:fe~tive signal about long-ten consumption. patt~rns. 
E. Future Pl~xibility 

In O .. 87-0S-071,·we expressed our interest in proposals .. 
for integrating special contracts with the utility"s long~run 
resource needs.. These proposals suggested that" as part of the 
consideration for receivinqrate,re~uctions;'the customer' could 
agree to take actions" perhaps at the end: of the contraet term, 
that would. complement the resourcepl~ng of the ~tility. We 

. in~i t~cl proponents"'o:f ',' thi'~ 'future flex1bil-i ty to 'present· specific· 
i~6PO~lS that ·Wo~ld:·acco~PliSh· these purposes. ' 

• 

NROC came :forWard' with two related p:roposals~ 'I'he ':first 
proposal called for. utilities, after neqotiating a special contract . 
with a eustomer, to. present the cUstomer w~than option of taking a 
conservation payment and continUinq' to take service at tari:ffed 
rates. The conservation payment'wouldbe·tb.e'present 'value 

- 19 -
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equivalent of the rate concessions expe~ted to occur over the term 
of the contraet; so that the utility would be economically 
inclifferen~ as to which choice ~~e c~sto~e~ accep~ecl. :! the 
customer thought that it could use the payment to· reduce 
electricity usage by improving efficiency so that its total 
electric bill would be less than under the special contract, it 
would select the conservation payment. Otherwise, it would choose, 
the rate reduction. According to NROC, such incentive payments are 
one way to reduce m.arket barri,ers to efficiency, improvements, 
particularly the tendency cf businesses to expect very short 
payback periods for, their investments., 

NROC's second proposal provides,.the enfcrcement .mechanism 
" - -' . ". '. 

for its first proposal, but thesecon~ proposal,has.broader 
applicability. Under NRnC's second proposal, all customers 
receiving either rate reductions·,under special, contracts,cr 
conservation payments would' agree,'a~ a term. of their .. cont:r:aets, to 
one of two conditions: Either they would "place a :r;>ortion.of their. 
current leads on interruptible' schedules in proportien to the 

, ' 

reduction in the customer's bill resulting frem"the rate' cencession 
(er the conservation payment), er they' weu,ld agree'to. install,; en 
the utility'S request, the self-qen~ration, equipment that was, the , 
basis for the bypass.threat thatresulted'in the special contraet. 

The second proposal is an ,attempt to. see ,that any' 
increased demand stimulated by special centracts. does ,not enter 
into. the utility'S lonq-run reseurce plans:.· By either having a 
portion of the ... custemer's load on,interrUptible status or requiring' 
'the ~t9~er' to, construetthe threatened· .selt~eneratien equipment, 
the utility '~ea.n·,avoid pl~in9' tor,increased load" tor that 

particular eu~tomer;- the demand created, by thoSe customers sheuld 
be stable. 

'rhe utilities qenerally'questioned. or opposed~'s, 
proposals. Edison, for example,. listed five' of its concerns. about 

NRDC's proposal for efficiency improvement payment~~ First, Edison 
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• questiens NRDC's assumptien that decisions about efficiency 
i~prove~ents are irrational, that a program like NRDC's payment 
proposal is needed to overceme market barriers. Edison believes 
that its custemers' decisions reqardinq conservation investments 
are rational. Second, Edison is cencerned about the risk of 
everpayment that is inherent in the forecast that NRDC's proposal 
requires. calculating, the censervation payment requires a terecast 
of tariff rates for the term otthe contract and may als~ require 
ether projectiens,. dependinq en'the specific-terms ef-the disceunt~ 
Any ferecasting inaccuracy would lead to over~ or underpayments ef 
the conservation payments. Third, a customer may be' interested in 
the conservation payment only if, it believes the"forecast- of tariff 
rates is in error;' Edison seems, tOo:' believe',' that' customers'may bet, 
a<Jainst the forecast rather than tor"their ability to improve 
efficiency. Fourth, thefaet that, Edisen:'s" retail'rates' exceed'its 
short-run marginal costs 'already, <Jives' customersalnple incentive to ,;:

, invest .in conservation.' 'Finally, Edison thinks-the proposal is ' 
• still;- vague in its 'details. For eX~Ple,'Ediso~ asks, 'he:,,' will the 

disposition of the'censervationpayments be l'IIo~itored? Howvill 
base (noninterruptible., amountS-Of demand. be~establishedi 

• 

other,utilities'ecllo- Edison"s concerns 'and 'add 'more of' 
their own. SOG&:e ':believes .that the proposals are net suited fer 
these guidelines,. which are intended' to ease ,the revieW",'o.tspeeial 
contracts.' Accord.inq, to.: S,DG&E, NRDCf,s',proposals: are neither simple' 
nor easy to. administer .: Furthermore, SDG&E ~ears. that the 
requirement of ,: off,ering aconservatien incentive payment will. , 
undermine negeti'ations' with ' custemers~' For example, if" theut'ili tY ; 
dee.s an excellent' j'6b, of'neqotiat111qwith'a '~Customer, the < special 
contract may effecti velY'produce,;no~ discounttrom ··expeCted'tarif:f' 
rates. This lack ot a'cliscount WOUld., :be :'~depainMly ~lear'when,i " 
the utility presented ,its ~equ'ired' alternati~~ "paymeri.t~a 
conservation payment ot notl:Unq. Either the eustomer would fe'el"'" 
cheated: :by' s.uch neqot:!.at1ons. 'or"conservatien' advocates would accuSc' 
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SOG&E of squelching conservation, in SOG&E's opinion. PG&E aQds 
its fear that some customers would take the payment with the 
intention of going out of Dusiness, or merely reducing operations, 
before the end of the contract. In either case, the customer would 
not be required to spend one dime on conservation, yet it would 
evade the enforcement mechanisms proposed by NRDC. 

PSD finds some merit in NRDC's proposals, but believes 
that further consideration may be necessary. Pacific Power seconds 
this belief. 

NROC has identified several ve~·importantproblems. How 
do we put conservation investment on the same economic footing.as 
self-generation and special contracts? . How can we prevent the 
increased demand r~sulting fromspecial·contracts·from accelerating 
the need for new capacity additions?:,. What ha~pens,tO: our 
conservation programs after. tb;e' elimina.tion· of:· ERAM? . How do- we, 
integrate conservation and load management into: our new framework 
of regula:t.ion'?· 

" . 
" NRDC's conservation incentive payment proposal as~u:mes 

; , 

the existence of market barriers,thitdisadvantaqe efficiency 
, " ...'" . " 

,'I .~ 

imprOVements. We have no doubt·that'market barriers exist:-
" 

overcoming m.arket,disto~ions, has been ,one of, the continuing goals 
of our conservation ,pr09'rams..we are..' so:me~hat surprised at NROC's . '. . I: • ' "".' 

assessment that sU):)stantial" market barriClrs' arc. still pel:'Va~ive 
alXIong the customers quali~yin9' for special contracts. ' These 
customers, after all, are large entities; and we- ,would expect that 
a company angling for 'a eom.petitive advant~ge' would. jump: at any 
reasonable opportunity to~prove energy e:r~icie~Cy ,and thus 

decrease, costs. Ev,enamong' these larqeentities,. ,the. customers 

/' 
I 
J: . 
" 1',' 

qualifying for the anti-bypass _ type of special contract should, be I,: 

those who are the most s~Phisticated.~ut energy matters, sinc~to 
receive serious.,cons.ideration,_',t~o~ the ,~tility 'they ,must be 'well_ '," 
along- in planning the ,eons.trU~io:n o:! a seit~en:eration unit ... ' We 
would. think that such customerswo~idh~~~'e~al~atedtheeeonomic 
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benefits of conservation thoroug'hly before deciding' to commit large 
amounts of money to a self-generation facility. Thus, we would 
expect that these large customers would not be subject to a lack of 
information, perhaps the most common Darrier to conservation. 

We understand NRDC's proposal De aimed primarily at 
another market barrier, the short'pay-back period used by companies 
in deciding whether or not to make conservation investments. 
Consideration of this particular market barrier leads us to one 
concern we have about NRDC's proposal. One reason a company may 
use a short pay-back criterion is that: other investments by the 
company may result in even shorter pay"::backs or higher internal 
rates of return. In such cases, the conservation incentive payment 
proposed :by NROC is unlikely actually to ,De spent on or result in,' 
conservation improvements. 'l'heresult, would be, that· the customer 
receives the use of the 'conservation payment for the ter.m of. the 
contract-~essentially'an interest-free 'loan--in,eXChange for 
deferrinq the construction of·th~ self-qenerationfacility. This 

• may be a desirable result"butNRDC'did:not :frame its proposal in 
these terms. ,,' 

• 

NRDC's proposal to require all customers takingspeeial 
contracts either to· place a portion ,of tbeirload. on'5.nterruptible 
status or to construct the self-qenerationUIlitthat was the basis' 
for 'the ,contract is interesting but perhaps:unclevelopecl. We have ", 
three concerns about this'aspect of romc's ·proposal. 

First, we· are concerned, thatth.isre~irement may not be 

closely related to: thek>enefitthe customer receives under the' 
.. , 

contract, and that . 'these ' requirements may encourage more· customers 
to bypass the system rather, than aee~ptspeeiai·' eontracts'~ . For: the' 
customer ,the choice pOsed by 'this 'proposal'is<whether it· is, , .' 
willinqto- yield some control over its tuture'operatingdeeisions' 
in,.exchange for .. ra.te reductions over 'the . term. of the'·~ontract. "We" 
are concerned that. the custom.er may. give this loss. ofoperatinq 

. . . . 

flexibility clisproportionate weiqht in thecUstomer~s eonsicleration 

.. 
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of its choices, and will introduce an element into the decision 
that is essentially unrelated to the issues we are concerned with. 

SeconQ, the increase in rates tha~ customer faces at the 
end of a special contract may in itself ~e sufficient to cause the 
customer to build the self-generation facility~ I~ high rates led 
the customer to plan self-generation before the contract was 
entered. into, the resumed. threat of high rates ,at the end of the 
contract term should lead. to a similar response. 

, Third, if the utility has the discretion to select which 
of the special contracts customers are requi~ed to, construct. the 
self-generation facility, this discretion could be seena$, 
undermining the auction program we have set u~ for selecting 
independent generators to supply' power when the ,utility needs, 
additional capacity. NRDC'sprOposal','woUld leave the utility: open 
to charges of manipulating the, need, for QFs by ,reducing ,'load. growth ' 
~y exercising its contractual right to 'requ:i~e construction of; 
self-generation facilities .. Our concern is 'not ,so much with this . ,... .... . 
result, which may be, desirable"und,er some circumstances, as with· 
the awkward position utilities are placed in', with. regard to-the 
QFs. A further concern is, the risk, of inefficiency;, that is~, the 
utility might require co~t~ction of;a , less ef!iei~nt self
generation unit while" a more efficient, QF proj ect;. withers. , 

Despite these ,concerns, we believ~ NROC. 'has, identified an 
ilnportant problem and has proposed a novel solution'to-::that' 
problem. We think our objectionS. can be overcome by modifying 
NROC's proposal somewhat. We' will.: adopt a variation. ,of NROC's 
proposal,. and we think that"this 'variatiori.",will addre~s the ~e' 
concerns asNROC's iclea~ 

Under this variation, c:ons~rvation opt.ions 'Would, be 
presentecl as part of the negotiations.between theutilitY,and:the 
customer seeking a' special contr~c:t., In':acldi tion,t,o discussions. o~ 
a possible discount from tari~f, ,rates, the ,utility would present, 

", ': . , , 

the customer with, a menu of conservation options. At, this point 

;". 

. -',1>-
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the customer has three general choices: The customer may reject 
all of the conservation options and complete negotiations of a 
contract based solely on rate reductior.s. Or the custo~er may 
select a number of conservation programs, up to a specified dollar 
limit for that customer, in which case the contract will include 
those conservation items but will call, for. sales at full tariff 
rates. Or the customer may select a mixture of conservation items 
and rate discounts up to a limit of total concessions established 
for that customer. 

The limit of the utility'S conservation expenditures is 
similar to the maximum. conservation· incentive payment proposed by 
NRDC.. The cost to, the utility of the conservation items' plus.. the 
net present value of any discounts' from. tariff rates, should not 
exceed the present value C)f the total· ,discount, ,from, tariff rates 
that the utility and the eust'omerwouJ.:d:agree ,to, in "the absence of 
the conservation option. 

To give a simple example of this idea, let us suppose 
> '. .. 

that a customer has negotiated a preliminary agreement tha.t ,.would 
result in a discount of '10, mills from ,tariff rates.'That'diseount . , 

h~s a present value, let· us assume;. ,ot· $100 .. ,.000;. Thee:l.1stomer 
could reject the eonservat'ion:items .and: retain ,the "full 10 mill, 
discount in the final' contract .. Or'the customer could accept' 
SlOO,OOO of conservation items in the final contract and remain at 
tariff rates. Or ,the customer could: select SSO, 000. ,of conservation:: 
items (half, of the limit for thts' cus.tomer),and r~eeivepower at a:", 
S mill discount (halt the negotiated reduction), tor the term. of 'the . . , . 

eontract. The customer' would, ,alsO: be free to select" other .. 
proportions of eonservat.ionanddiscounts, provided ,the,utility's 
cost of: the conservation items'and the net presentvalue'of any"" 
rate discount cUd not exceed· the total present value of the ,,' 

" , 

neqotiated discount .. 
The items in the menuwould'be. develoPed in a workshop:_ 

The items. shouldeome from,new or existinqeonservation progral'nS: 
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that meet the societal test of cost-effectiveness. ~he societal 
test takes a somewhat brQaaer perspective than the rate impact test 
we have applied to other conservation programs. Use of the 
societal test in these circumstances is appropriate for two 
reasons. First, the soeietal test is better suited for addressing 
the problem pointed out by NRDC:.that companies impose a much 
shorter pay-back period on conservation investments than the 
utility does when it invests in ,new generation. Allowing the 
utility to otfer conservation programs based on the societal test 
is a way of grafting .the longer pay-back. criterion used by the 
utility onto- the private industry"s shorter period. second,. a 
strict adherence to the. rate impact test' is not,appropr~ate und.er 
present circumstances, when--the' greatest ,effect on rates would come, _ " 
if the customer leaves the system-.. .The slight effect on rates of .~. 
the societal test·· is far'prefer~ie ,to:"the -.lat:ge potential· ·effect, 
on rates of the loss. of such'customers~·' 

~he sourc.eo-f the tunds.' for the utility.~s offered items 
will initially be the existing authorized. tunds tor any 

.' 

conservation programs included.in··botb. the menu -and. in the programs 
authorized in the general rate ease.. Once" these authorized program .. ' . "; 
amounts are exhausted, ,the utility should request' necessary 
add.itional amounts by an advice letter filing. __ ' 

The incentives under this variation are slightly
different from those of NRDC"sproposal. The utility will still 
have an incentive to maximize net. ,revenues, but the way'to receive 
the most revenue from.· an individual customer. is, to pusb:the 
conservation programs= Rates to· an individual customer are higher ' 
to the extent that.thecustomer chOoses. items :from the conservation 
menu. And the overall goals of this. program-to retain customers 
on the system. without locking:, in higher levels of demand-Will be. 

well served ~y this variation. 

,I J •• 

In addition" since. the conservation' items are part. ·ot the .. , 
utility"s conservation programs, we will have, assurance that the 
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expenditures are actually going to further conservation more 
direetly than under NRDC's proposal. We als~ believe this approaeh 
encourages the utility to view an~ e~ploy conservation as an 
effeetive tool in its efforts to· retain customers on the system. 

One obstaele that this variation shares with NRDC's 
proposal is that it requires a forecast of tariff rates for the 

classes of the special contracts' customers. We believe', that the 
utilities :may be in the best position to :make th~se forecasts. The 
utility'S own interest: should act to :make the forecast as unbiased 
as poss~le. If the rate foreca~t is too- high,. th'enthe utility 
may end up granting larger discounts than ,necessary to s~ecial 
contract customers, thus reducinq, ,the ,utility's net revenues. It 
the forecast is too low,. theutility,;'may,find,j;,tsel'.f in a bad 
position to prevent customers from. leavin9, the system'~ In 
addition, the utility'S incentive' to',pre~erconservatl:on programs 
to rate discounts would be limit-edit· the forecast'istoo low, 
since a low forecast would also limit the dollar amount of the ' 

·.,conservation,prOqrams that the utility may offer an individual 

• 

customer. ,:.' 

xv ~ Related ProposalLMd Issues. 

" 

In addition to the comments on the proposed quidel'ines" 
D.8.7-05-071 requested co:mxuents on two-other issues .. 
A. Definition of the' Less RestriCted' Class 

In 0.87-05-071, we declared 'our 'intention to eliminate 
the Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism. (ERAM)and the' attr,ition 
rate adjustment (ARA.) for· ,the large, light and power, ,(LL&P) class., 
We also offered a tentative definition of the'LL&P class,: but we 
requested the utilit:i:esandotherstoof.fer"morespecifie 
definitions of the class,. 

Partly in: response to:, those proposed: definitions, we , 
believe that 'it is more accurate to- refer to; the customers who: will 
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not be covered by ERAM or the ARA as the less restricted class. 
This class is less restricted than other classes in two senses. 
First, the class is intended to include most of the customers who 
are not restricted to reliance solely on the utility for 
electricity and who have reasonably feasible options for self
generation. Second, the customers in"this class are not restricted 
to the rates set out in existing tariffs;: they have the possibility. 
of negotiating a special contract or of cboosing.one of the rate 
options we discuss later in.this decision. This term. will also··' 
create less confusion i~the class is expanaedto include smaller 
customers. 

1. The Function of the DetinitiQD. .. 

Before we' discuss- the· precise·definition,. we should' 
explain the significance of the class. As is obvious from the 
origins of the class, we intend' .that: the" ra.tes. for .thisclaSs. will 
not· be altered between general rate cases to·refl:ect varyi:ng'''sales: .. 
levels, and rates for this c:lass will. not be adjusted. for· -
inflationary cost· increases, financial attrition, or rate base 
attrition during· the general rate case~.eycle •. 

A further question is. whether special contracts will be 
available only to members· of this c·lass •. ··Contracts-for incremental 
sales within the class will benefit the utility by increasinq 
revenues. not subject to ERAM;. Contracts for increlllental sales to 
customers subject to ERAM benefi~·.eus:tomers covered by ERi\M by. 

increasinq ERAM revenues, which. should help lo~erERAM rates~' 
Because of these benefits,. utilit.ies ~y enter into contracts for 
increlllental sales with customers in the less restricted. class and 
with customers. covered· by ERAM.. Both the utility and the ... 
Commission staff. assigned· .. to :z::eview. these. cont:t:acts should' ensure 
that these contracts, do· . not violate the- antidiscrimination 
stanc1ards of PUblic Utilities Code' Section 453-~. 

Anti~bypass.special contracts prese~t.a"mOre.dit!icult 
., ". 

question. This question brinqsint2' focus .the two:,.sometilnes· 
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inconsistent, goals of this proceeding--avoiding bypass and moving 
toward a more incentive-based regulation. If avoiding bypass is 
the primary goal ~ then special contracts should. :be allo· .... ed. outc.id.e 
the less restricted class. Under this approach, it the utility's 
investigation and our review demonstrate that there is a real 
threat of bypass l:>y a customer, then we should permit efforts to 
keep the customer on the system, n~matter how small the customer 
is. Revenue losses reoulting from epccial contracts with customers 
in classes covered by ERAM would be. made up- by other ERAM .', 
customers. On the other hand, if our main concern is minimizing 
the need for supervisory regulation of these contracts, then 
special contracts shOUld. be . limited to,. the less; restricted class, 
where incen't:i ves ensure. that only'. customers' wi th a' r,eal potential 
to bypass. the system get, the rate· breaks and that' ·the utility will 
negotiate to recei vethec, maximum· revenue ·from·. the.. customer .. -'. 

The establishInent .of . an incentive-based system, . is.:·" an 
important ;tong-te~ goal ,o·t this proceeding. However, , we; will'·' 

epermi:t special contracts ,outside-the' less restricted class for a.: 
lilnited purpose.' Special contracts can serve· as a-useful tool for 
alerting the commission when .technoloqical and" .economic· 
developments exp~nd- the-·potential . for, bypass -to smaller, customers~ 
It the Commission begins to- see many requests tor, special contracts' 
with customers within the classes covered by,!:RAM, that should be· 

, .. , 

signal that we, shol.1ld consider expandin9' .theless restricted.- cl~ss. •. '! ' 

2. The· Definition or' tbeLess Restrigt~ C1as:E-' . " .. , ' 

Ideally, we would detinethis class to include all 
pot~ntial bypassers, so that the problems discussed in the 
precedinq section·woul<1 not arise.' However, the utilities have 
proposed. limi tinq the less.' restrieted. class t<> Customers. over lOO~, ,'; 
kW, even though they acknowledge that smaller. potential bypassers 
already exist. 

This 1ssueraises concerns that expose once again the 
two, sometimes conflicting, goals of this proceeding. If our 

e' 
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primary concern were prevention of bypass, then the less restricted 
class should ~e coextensive with the potential for bypass: this 
potential seems to extend totheSOO kW level for PG&E and Edison 
and to the 20 kW level for SDG&E. But a competing concern of 
reforming our system of requlating electric utilities would call 
for a more gradual approach, so that the new incentives could be 
introcluced with a minimum of disruption to-the utilities and their 
customers. A more moderate approach would. be to begin with the 
less restricted class consisting, of customers'with demand o-flOOO 
kW or more and to expand the less restricted class gradually as we 
qain more experience with the reV"ised system 0" regulation. ' 

'rhe utilities make several, arguments;for,the higher 
limits to the less restrieted class. First, nearly all of ' the 
identified potential,.:for bypas,s for PG&E, ,and Edison is with the 
larqer. customersr for SDG&:.E' w.ith..its, ,highe~ leve~~ ,of, ratcS:, the 
potential extends to much slllal:J:er customers. Second.,. 'the smaller 
~stomer ~roup inclUded, in the higher limit allows ~or ease of 
administration; it is ,easier to identify potential bypassers and to 

" ... 
negotiate with 'the smaller class,'" Third, smaller" but si9'nificant, 
revenues are associated with. the more narrowly defined class, so. 
that any unanticipated increases in risk would have less'effect on 
the utilities' financial health. 

On the other hand,: PSO·.pointsout that ,about half c>fthe 
potentia.l bypass cUstomers' of 1000 kW or more have already 

, . ' 

committed to leave the system, and there is considerable logic in 
expanding the class now to include potential future, bypassers~ In 
add.ition, a gradual expansion .of the less restriCted class would' 
require a new forecast for each. .expansion. Repeated revisions. of, 
the :forecast woulo:be time-consuminq and couldundendne. the 
incentives that we want tC).shape the utilities,'behavior.~erl" 
the additional administrative burden should ~ much less. than the 
utilities. fear if they have correctly determined that the current 
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potential for bypass in the 500-1000 kW range is limited to a 
handful of customers. 

For the present time we will aeeept the utilities' 
proposed definitions of the less restricted elass as being limited 
to customers with demands of 1000 kW or greater. However, onee we 
are persuaded that our ineentive system ean operate without great 
disruption, we will act to enlarge the elass to- inelude customers· 
with demands as low as 500· kW for PG&E and Edison and perhaps as 
low as 20 kW for SDG&E. Accordingly, the' utilities should begin· 
eonsidering how to· develop forecasts of sales and revenues for 
these enlarged classes t~ supplement the forecasts for customers of 
1000 kW or more that is now Underway- We will focus, initially on 
the latter foreeasts, but we want to···have ,the details of the .' .' 
forecasts for the enlarged elassworked out so that we' may act-.. 
quiekly to redefine the less restricted "elass. 
B. Ba:te OptiODs . 

, '. ' . " . , 

, In 0.87-05-071, we' f,ound that· rate options ,are a . way. o't .. 

• pr~viding cust~mers with ehoie~s th~t.eould keep some eus~o.mers ~n' 
the utility'S system, .. and we offered the parties the opportunity to
eomment on' Nwhether apPlieati~ns for.rate options should be. 
considered individually or inaeonsolidated proeeeding.N 

'; '. 

Rate options. refer to~new tariffed rate <::hoiees that are 
designed to meet the needs ofa qroupof·custom~:r:s.Since our 
current customer elasses are fa'irlybroadly defined,. it may be . , 
possible 'to-keep s~mecustomers on'the sy~tem byalteri~g the way 

• 

in which they pay for service. The' Customer could voluntarily 
choose the option that be$t 'fit the: Characteristies of its need fOr 
service. :Ideally,. the rate optionswouldreeover,over'a reasonable 
time period the ~e amount of revenu.e . from the customer class as 
current rates~ 

' .. 
We asked the comments to- address the specif'ic question., 

N:In what prOeeeclinqshould rate options :be considered?~ We' 
tentatively'suggested in 0.87-05"':;071 that prop6sals fO~ rate 
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options'should be considered in each utility's ECAC proceedinq, but 
that experimental or very new proposals should be examined in this 
investiqation. A further question was whether the rate options 
should be reviewed individually, as they are filed, or consolidated 
to allow for common assumptions and consistent treatment. 

The parties vary in their preferred approaches to 
examining rate options. PG&E has,presented some rate option 
proposals in its ECAC case, but iturqes the commission not to 
foreclose consideration ot proposals. outside 'the ECAC and ,general 
rate cases. Edison would preter t~ have its p~oposals heard in 
connection with its attrition tiling, rath'el:' than its ECAC case .. 
Edison does not think that the ,present proceedinq ,is a proper forum ... ~ ,:,' 

• • "..... .,., .... ,~,' ~ ...... ~t \. " 

for consideration of specific rate option,propQsals.: ' SDG&E, has,:. : "'! 

filed some, proposals as a separate ,application (althoug'h. we note 
that this application has been consolidate~ with.::St)'G&E~sE~C' ". 
proceeding' since the eomments were ~iled). ' pst) Urges" th:e , 
Commission to keep' its reviewing options,ope~ and cautions against 
overloading the ECAC cases. CEC' notes that 'the marketing'data to 
support narrowly defined customer classes haS: not yet.'been, , " 
developed, and it points out that incre,asingly narrow cl~.sses w,-ill 
make foreeasting difficult. DGSpre,ters that review of' ra.:te 
options take place in each utilitY'sqeneral'rate case. The 
Industrial Users prefer review in theECAC proceedings. 

The parties se~toaqree·,that,nothinq would be gained by 
consolic:lation of the d.itferent utilitieS:' proposals, and,we> agree. 
After considering these comm~nts,we conclude that; under most 
circumstances the besttorum tor preSentinqrateoptions is each ,. 
utility'S qeneral rate ease. The GRC,of'fers an: opportunity to 
consider how the proposais would affect other classes ancl' permits. ' 
overall rate design to include- the1ntluenceofany 'propOsai; th~t 
are approved.. We share PSt)'sconcern about overloac:linq ECACcases:~ 
However, 'when a. particular ECAC I)rocee4inq iseons:lderillq extensive 
revisions in rate design, entertaininq proposals for ra.te optio~' 
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would add little additional burden. Thus rate option proposals may 
be received in ECAC proceedings that include consideration of 
extensive revisions in rate design. In all other ECAC proceectings~ 
proposals for rate options will be considered only if the utility 
demonstrates an urgency or compelling need to examine the proposal 
in that particular ECAC proceeding. 

In addition, we aqree with several parties that we should 
maintain some tlexibility tor consideration outside of the ECAC and 
general rate cases. In extraordinary circumstances~ when timing 
does not permit examination in the ECAC or general rate case, we 
will consider accepting separate applications ,for approval ot rate 
proposals. These applications should :be ,filed- only when conditions, 

\ ' 

approach an emergency state~., such as. it unexpected changes in 
oconomic condition~ lead anonti-re indu~tr.r,toconsider leaving,tbe' 
system. Any such· application &houJ.d contain a. detailed ,explanation, 
of the cirC\UUStances that justify this extraord.inary procedure. 

v _ Delaying thE:. :D31nsition ,,~ . 

In 0.37-0$-071, we set.April 1,. 198.8, as the transition . ' 

date. The transition date has several eftects. First,' it is the 
date when the Electric Revenue AdjustlnentMee.b.anism (ERAM) and the , 
Attrition Rate Adjustment(ARA) will be'eliminated. for what we are 
now calling ,the less restricted class. Second,:' it is the d.ate when' 
the revised forecast of sales and revenues to. the less restricted " 
class, which is made' necessary by the elimination o~ £RAM,. takes 
effect. ':third,. it is the date' wben any rates changes" resulting. 
frol1L the removal of theARA: will take ·eftect. Fourth,. it is the - ' 

date when shortfalls resulting from special 'contracts. with memberS:", 
, ' 

o~ the less. restricted, class. will. no. longer be. recovered through ' 
ERAM. Fifth,. sales. and revenues.. be.fore this datefo:z:m, the :basis 
for adjustments to the ~ balancinqaccount to. refleetthe 
contribution or responsibility of'the less restricted class •. 
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Because of the need to synchronize all these elementz; 
because of the complexity of the various effects, and because this 
case is proceeding more slowly than we expected last May, we now 
believe that it is appropriate to delay the transition slightly. 
Therefore, we will replace the April 1 transition date with a new 
transition date ot September 1, 1987. 

v.x:. Risk AllOCAtion 

From the various comments we have received in response to 
'0.87-05-071 and the workshops, we perceive .that som.e confusion 
exists about how we intend to allocate the, risk o,t variations in 
sales and revenues after we have removed the' protections ofERAM 
for some classes. In·particular,some.parties.have asked how the 
risk of a persistent reciuction in.sales and revenues·resultinqfrom. 
bypass and special contracts should bea1loeated betweenth~ 
utility anci ratepayers., In hopes' of clearinq~ up any linqering 
confusion about our-policies, we will. brieflY'discuss how'risk 
should be allocated in lighto! the re9Ulator,r revisions we adopted 
in '0.87-05-071. . . 

By way of background; we note that under the existing 
system of regulation, all risk of sales and revenue variation is 
assigned to ratepayers. ERAM acts to- recover additional revenues' 
from ratepayers when sales are "le'ss' th~, eXpected" and rates:' are 
lowered if the utility collects higher than· forecasted revenues. ... 
This system. worked well when sales variation' resulted mainly from 
cyclical and roughly sY".m:metricalcha.nges., such· as variations 'in 
economic and meteoroloqic conditions. . , 

Recent cireumstances persuaded· us to. modify this. ,system: 
of regulation. One· such circumstance', is the existence or a. short';' 
term capacity surplus, in· Calitornia.: This .. surplus resulted' largely 
from the addition to, rate base of several large,.· cap-ital-int,ensive 
base load plants. Under.'normal ratemakinq. principles, recovery of 
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• . ~ capital costs occurs primarily during the early years of a pl~~t's 

• 

operation, resulting in a noticable increase in rates to customers. 
The lower fuel costs of such plants do not entirely ottset ~c 
early capital costs. But the lower fuel costs allow the utility to 
prod.uce increlnental units of power at costs well Delow the rates 
charged for those increlnental units; one result is that short-run 
marginal costs are below average costs .. 

The increase in rates resulting from these large rate 
base additions makes it. attractive for ,more and more customers to 
consider building and operating their own generation u.~its~ 
especially when these, units can be integrated' with il',d~.lstrial 

, . 
processes through cogeneration. This tendency has been accelerated 
by developments in cogeneration. technology. With. these economic 
and technological developments" we have see,n considerable sel~
generation and. Dypass o!·the·utility's. system in recent years. 
With each customer who leaves the system, a.smaller customer base . ,'. . 

remains to bear ~e large fixed. costsofthe'utility's rate'base. 
'. . 

In reaction to, the rise., of self-generation and., bypass of 
the utility's system, we have,permitted,utilities,t? attempt t~ 
retain some customers on the system by,offerinqspeeialcontracts 
at rates that differ from the tariff. rates thatwouid .. , otherwise 
apply to those, customers. Because .of·the qap :be~eien. ·short-run 
marginal costs and average costs,.. utilities can SUPl?ly power at 
reauced. rates and still receive revenues that excee~:1 the ,. costs of 
production. 

,But,use of these special contracts created another 
concern. Because o,f ERAM, the utility,. the entity we were relying 
on to negotiate these speeial eontrac:ts, had no .. direct' economic 
incentive to.. negotiate a high. price or,. for .that matter,. ev~n to. 
attempt to. retain customers .onthe. system·. In .order to. aliqli 
incentives with· the behavior we hoped'. to., encourage~,.'we dec:i.d.ecl to 

'.. . " , 

remove. ERAM· for the ~evenue trom customers' ,most likely to- bypass' 
the system. and most likely to· be: ab.le to: take adVantage ot'an otfer 
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of a lower electrieity rate for incremental sales. One major 
reason for removing ERAM and the Attrition Rate Adjustment was to 
put utilities at risk for the results of the negotiations of 
special contracts with customers. We intended to provide an 
incentive for the utility to negotiate the highest possi~le price 
for each contract, and we wanted to give the utility the 
responsibility for determining how high the price could rise 
without losing the customer. 

In the absence of ERAM, the key allocation of risk of 
sales and revenue variation occurs in the adopted forecast of 
revenues for sales to customers no longercovered'by ERAM. If 
actual revenues exceed the level predicted in the forecast, the 
utility retains the excess. If revenues fall ~elow forecasted' 
levels, the utility must bear the loss. 'rhus, the utilities will 
have a direct eeonomie incentive~ to-maximize'the-' net revenues for, 
sales to the less restricted class;.-, 

. Revenues can be maximized'in tl,'lree' general ways. First,. 
sales to customers who cannot present a credib-le threat o'! imminent 
bypass should be at tariff rates, and any special contract 
negotiated with potential bypassers ,should beat the highest rate· 
possible for that particulareustomer,' presumably j'ust below the
rate that would tilt the, customer"$ decision in favor' of leaving,_ 
the system. Second, rates. for increm4!ntal sales should be designed 
to- maximize revenues, not necessarily sales~ Lesser sales at 
higher rates may result in higher net revenues-. 'rnird,reducing , 

, . 
the costs o~' producing power and making' sales tc> customers in ~is 
class will increase net revenues..·,: 

:.",:._: 
" J<: 

, '... . ~ , 

One implication of us.ing the forecast to allocate risk is. 
that the utility's 'incentive to maximize net revenues from',salesto"" 
the class not covered by ERAM is not' affeetea by the lev~ll:"; or 
accuracy of the foreeast. This- ince.nti ve exists despite, . the ' level'" 
of the forecast because any additional revenues that.- theutiliti' 
collects from sales, less any additional costs incurred to- ' , 
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• negotiate contractual rates or to promote additional sales~ will 
directly benefit the utility and its shareholders, either by 
increasing profits or reducing potential losses. Therefore, 
whatever the level of the adopted forecast, the utility and its 
shareholders are at risk for bypass in the sense that any increase 
in actual bypass will reduce the utility's revenues_ 

A second form of risk connected with the forecast is the 
possibility that the forecast wili, in some way be. biased.. Although 
this bias will not affect the utility's·' incentive to. prevent bypass 
and maximize net revenues, the level ot the revenue forecast is the
boundary between the utility's prorit and loss tor sales to the 
less restricted class. Forecasts will always varY from actual 
events to some degree, but' it is our intent to. adopt a fair, 'and, 
unbiased forecast that is equally likely to.'be, high or low', compared 
to actual revenues for the period .. ', ,It· the foreca'sted.>revenues'·are 
too: high because of bias,' it .will b~,:less:' likely that the utiiity 
will be able to. achieve the forecasted l~vel of revenues, which .' ., 

• amounts to an indirect' r~du~ion)Jf 'the".l.tilit~~s:auth~ri~ed rat~ 
ot return. Similarly,. if the torecastedrevenues are too low 
, " '." 

because of bias, it will be highly probable that the utility will 
achieve more than that lev'elof revenue, which amounts to an 

~ ,. . , ' 

indirect increase in the rate of return~ Shareholders would be 

overcompensated for risk at the same, time the risk of bypass and 
attendant loss <:>f margin would· be ove:::stated by the artificially 
low, forecast •. The bonus ,to shareholders would,come at the expense 
of other customer Classes,'. who would be' all6eated' 'a, greater margin 
recovery as a result of the low forecast., 

The utility~sfinancial incentive' to lowball the forecast 
indubitably exists, . b~t we~caution th~' util:'ities- '~gainst 
manipulating the forecast. weexpeet' the- ORA-in their' role as 

, . " , 

ratepayer, advocates. to viqilantly exallline: every aspect of . the 
utilities' :forecasts. :for.bias and torecolDlnenci a :fair :forecast o:f 
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less restricted class revenues to us. ~he equity of our approach 
to competition and bypass lies in the tairness ot the torecast. 

~hus, we intend that our adopted forecasts will be 
unbiased and fair. As we stated in D.87-05-071 at p. 17: 

"The forecasts should be the best estimate ot 
actual sales and revenues that will occur 
considering the regulatory revisions we adopt 
in this decision. The forecasts should reflect 
lower expected sales levels resulting from 
customers lost to self-qeneration, lower 
expected revenues for sales to'customers who 
are likely to be retained on the system by use 
of special contracts at less than tariff rates, 
and increased sales and' revenues for additional 
sales %'esultin~ from the utility'S ability to 
offer electric1ty at less than tariff rates." 

Our goal is to- develop- a forecast that" on averaqe, ,is 
high as often and to' the same deqree as ,it 'is low. PUt another, 
way, if we ignore other ,aspects-,of the:utilitY"soperations;,and if ' 
the forecast is accurate and the utility's actions are reasonable, 
the ut~lity would exa~tlyearn its authorized rate of return. If 
the utility was 'particularly shrewd in its,dealings with larqe 

. ,,' ,", 

customers, it would ,be able' to. increase revenues a}:)ove the forecast, 
and raise its rate ofretum. If the:' utility was lax or ' 
unskillful, it would not receive enough revenues to earn its rate 
of return. 

~hus, in setting the forecast of revenues and eliminating 
ERAM, we have placed the immediate' risk o! bypass on ,the utilities'. 
Although the utility's incentive is'notatfected by the'level'o!', " 
this forecast, it is our intent to. develop a' forecast that is fair' 

, ' 
and unbiased. 

Another area that seemed . to· confuse some parties"was how 
. . . . , 

forecasts would be revised. D.87-0S-071stated,that after'the 
initial forecastS were adoptecr~ they .should rema:tn'in effect'until 
each utility's' next general rate ease, so, that, the incentives wo~ci" 

~, " 



• 

'. 

• -/ 

have time to operate. Subsequent revisions would occur only in the 
general rate case. 

Some of the apparent confusion about the :orecast 
revision concerns whether and to what extent existing special 
contracts would be reflected in the revised forecasts. Even if a 
five-year contract is signed at the very beginning of the rate case 
cycle, the final two years would fall into the next cycle. Some 
parties have wondered it the Commission intended that the actual 
sales and revenues from such contracts would. automatically be' 

incorporated into· the revised forecast .. 
This problem in many ways resembles the problem raised by 

contraets signed just before the initlal forecast is developed. We 
cliseussed this r:>rol>lem in 0.8.7-05-071,., at pp. 17-18: 

NIt these contracts are automatically 
incorporated into the forecast,. thenthc 
utility would have a temporary incentive to 
enter into many of 'these-agreements,. since the 
lower revenues resultinqfrom these sales would 
tend to make it,.xnore likely- that the utility 
would be able to'exceed the,forecast~ and ,thus· 
to make a largerprotit from sales to this, 
class. Automatically incorporating existing 
contracts into· the revised. ,forecast would also, 
lessen the utility'S, incentive to' negotiate 'the 
highest possible price for the sale under' the . 
special contracts ... However , iqnoring·these 
contracts is also unrealistic. 

"our solution is to' encouraqeparties to 
examine these contracts carefully and, to: 
consider the reasonableness of the' contracts. in 
devel~;)pinq their.' forecasts 'of the overall sales 
and rlevenues . expected from these eontracts in 
the f,orecast period... ' If a party believes 
higher prices could have' been obtained' from. 
customers under, special, contracts,;. then higher 
reven,uesshould:be incorporated in'that party's 
foreCAst. We do not,comtem~late" however', a 
detaxled reasonableness revl.ewoteach'special 
contract as a par:t of theforeeast'proceed.inq. 
We stress that· the qoal of these. proceedinqs is 
to.develop a reasonable estixnate·of future 
sales and revenues tor the entire LL&~class, 
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and the terms of individual contracts are 
relevant only as a small part of a party's 
method for making its forecast. Parties who 
examine individual contrac~s sho~ld keep ~~is 
goal in mind. Under this procedure, then, 
these contracts will not be automatically 
incorporated into the forecast, but the' 
reasonableness of their price terms will be 
reflected in the forecasts sponsored by 
individual parties.* ' 

We went on to approve ~is type of review for the revision of 
forecasts. 

We still believe that ~isqeneral approach is suitable 
for forecast revisions. Weshould,make clear that the nature of 
the review of a special contract that occurs in the Expedited. 
Application Docket, especially after the' elimination of 'ERAM", is 
not one that results in a findinq that'~e level of prices in the 
special contract is reasonable and'prUdent'~, Rather, approval . 
merely indicates that,thecontraet'sp~ieesare high enough so- that 
othercl~sses of ratepayers are, not' unreasonably harmed ... 
Accordingly, at, the ,tilne of the,' forecast rev:i:sion proceeding'" as in 
the development of the initial 'forecast, parties ~n ,question the~ 
reasonableness of the prices in som.eor'all of the special 

• 

eontract$. 'the utility is still, responsible .for xnakinq reasonable 
efforts to maximize :-evenues in this- class, and the revi~ed'" 
forecast should reflect the level of sales and revenues that result; 
from reasonable efforts. 

We anticipate that pricing. teX'l'llS and the volumes of sales 
under existing contracts will not bind our adopted forecast,. an(i, we, 
encourage ORA and ~ther par:ties carefully to- ~xamine the 
re~sonableness, in toto, of the pric:esin each ut'ility's portfolio. 
of existing special contracts.. Evidence: 'ot revenues trom pre
existinq contra~s- is. not~conciusive .. proot,otthe,~utilitY's_ability, 

• • ' , • I 

to. obtain revenueS trom subsequently, neqotiatedspecial contracts. 
If a party believes ,that the' utfli~ haS: not.xnade 

reasol'lable efforts to :maxim.ize revenues" that' party should 'propose 
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~ a torecast that reflects the hiqher revenues that would have 
resulted if the utility had made reasonable efforts to- maximize 
revenues f.om special con~racts. Si~ilarly, the utility ~ay argue 
that the prices in its special contracts reflect extraordinary 
efforts and business acumen, so· that the forecast o,f the revenues 
resulting from merely reasonable efforts should be somewhat lower, 
than those resulting from its existing pool of special contracts. 

• 

We wish to stress againr however, that we do- not want the 
foreeast revision hearings to'becolne a detailed review of lnany·· 
individual contracts. ~heconcern of the forecast revision is to' 
develop a reasonabl:e estimate of overall sales and revenues, and it 
is unlikely that.any,individual-contract will have much effect on 
those overall fiqures. ' 

Thus, to the extent that the Commission determines in the 
forecast revision that bypass or reduced revenues· .have;or_,will~-. 
e>ecur despite the utility'S reasonable ,efforts, to- maximize ~:.' ',;: 
revenues, some risk ot, bypass and reduced 'revenues. will be,shifted 
to ra:cepayers .. This' Shitt~ill result fromsett:lng,the level of 

- - , 

expected revenues, which, to' be unbiased, shouldforeeast any level 
o-f bYPass that the utility'S reasonMl'e efforts, could 'not prevent. 
Because of the lesser revenues' resulting -from. this unavo-idable ... , 
bypass, remaining ratepayers lnay face a" larger'shlu;e o-f the 
utility'S fixed costs. 

We shoUld again point out the the present-.. system of, . 
rOC]Ulation shifts all risks of bypass and,> r.educedrevenues to., .-. 
ratepayers. our intent. is to- minimize the ' risks· shifted to". -
ratepayers in the forecast bY'emphasizing the ·utility's incentiv~ . 
to lnaXilnize revenues •• :. ~'.. .. ... : 

Ratepaxers. may c;ain in two- other, ways during: the .forecast 
reVl.Sl.on. First, since the' utility's. incentive.' is to maximize net, .. 
revenue,. we presu:m.ethat costs of producing, electrieity.!or, sales.. 
to the less requlated class will be-minimized..' Some of this cost; 
reduction will spillover to· the benefit of . other classes, . and some, 
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of these reduced costs will be reflected in lower base rates and 
ECAC rates. Second, to the extent that the utility's reasonable 
efforts are successful in reducing bypass fron·the a:ount tha~ 
would have occurred in the absence of incentives,- relatively larqer 
revenues will be assigned to the less regulated class, and the 
revenue responsibility of other classes will be proportionateLy 
lower. 

It may appear that we have set an impossible task tor 
ourselves in trying to develop a forecast of ~~les and revenues 
that the utility should be al:>le· to attain with,: reasonable efforts 
to maximize net revenues. Utilities maypredietably argue that the 
revenues achieved from existing.special,contracts resulted-from 
herculean efforts and· extraordinary business. acumen .. · other parties , 
will argue that even more revenues were. available, tor the takinqit 
only the utility had e?,ercised orc1inary business:skill. .And. 
forecasts of incremental sales,. in particular,- will initially be 

based. on 'few facts and much speculation. ;' 
'.. . 

We are aware of all these,potentia~problems,. :Out several 
factors persuac1e us that the fears about the$epro~lems are 
overblown. 

First, we expect that' the bulk of·: the' customers in -the 
less restricted class will continue· to receive ,electricity under 
existing tariffs, so that the revenues'affectec1 by.the forecastsef 
bypass and increlll.ental sales: should be a relatively minor parte! 
the utility'S overall revenues.. The utilities' have" a '-strong . 
incentive to refuse to negotiate a. special: contract .. with 'any. 
customer'who cannot present a very credible threat-of immin~tl~~ 
leavinq the system.. Even for those customers. wh~,must be . offered' . . , .. ~., . 
reduced rates to stay on the system:," the utilities should negotiate 
a price as close to the tariff rate as. poss.i.ble~', Moreover.,. a$ we, 
eontinuetc> pursue'our·goalof m.oving toward· a revenue allocation 
based: on Equal 'Percentage of' MarginalCos-ts, (EPMC) .,..' the . gap,' between " 
the tariff. rates ana. the marginal cost ot proclucing power shoul.d 
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narrow, renaerin9 self-generation somewhat less attractive and 
lowerin9 the amount of revenue, reductions that must be estimated 
~ecause of bypass and special contracts. 

Thus, most of the forecast should follow existing- trenas 
and familiar patterns. The more difficult aspects of,the forecast
-estimating the amount of bypass, the rever..ues received from 
customers under special contracts, and the revenues resulting from: 
incremental sales--should have a relatively small ·effect on the" 
utilities' totalrevenuesp . With· time and experienee, , our 
forecasting- abilities in this area'shouldimpr~ve~ 

AlSO-,. if. our incentive system works properly, the 
utilities' self-interest should provide some ,assurance' that'the 
price levels of special contracts'are"not wildly;out,·of' line .. ',,' 

.'1'0 return .tothe original question:~ 'then, the risk of 
bypass is allocated between ratepayers- and' :th:~~:'lltility and· its'- : ' : 
shareholder~ in several ways .. ·• Solely'because.o'!·1:h.e:eJ:iinination·of 
ERAM and the' setting of' a forecastofrevenu~s~ the utility has the 
immediate risk of bypass, since' 'every dOlla.r ... ·of lo~t. revenue 
directly affects its net revenues. Th?-s, the risk that revenues
will not reaCh, forecasted levels' beeause;of bypass falls on the, 
utility during the period~' between fore east: revisiorAS.' I-t ·all other· . 
parts of the forecasto'! revenues are'accurate,.th~loss of revenue' 
because of bypass' between forecast revisionswi'll mean that the' 
utility' will n:~t eamits authorizeCl rateo:f return.' " 

In the lonqerterm,ratepay:ers beu'therisk of bypass 
that cannot be avoidea·):)y the/utility'S reasonable efforts to 
maximize revenues from'thelessrestiieted class:;": '. The decrease- In 
sales at tariffed leveis, despite the reasonal>lee'fforts of the .. 
utility, will· be reflected 'in each rev.isecl, forecast... This means .~ 

that less of the' burden of collectinq' marqin.will ):)eallocated to' 
the utility's sales' to the 'less-restrfctecl'· class. The' allocation· 
will fallon sales to customers whose' :rates'are: subject toERAM~ 
Thus, the· longer-term risk of declining reven~es clU:e:to.bypassand' 
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to the lesser revenues recovered trom customers under special 
contracts will fallon other ratepayers. When forecasts are 
revised in the general rate case, they should acknowle~qe the 
reduced revenues. that result from the forecast of unavoidable 
~ypass or the necessary rate reductions given in special contracts 
to keep customers on the system. Assuming that the utility's 
revenue requirement remains. constant, these lesser revenues will 
necessarily require a shift of revenue responsibility to other . 
ratepayers. In thi~way the risk of· reduced revenues trom 
unavoidable bypass and speCial contracts is transferred t,rom. the 
utility in the short term to other ratepayers in the long term. 

•• ,. 0'.,. '.", . • 

Our goal is to minimize both. the .. short",:"ter.m and long-term 
. . " ~i., , _ 

risk of underrecovery of margin by uSing the utilitY~'s.ec~nomic. 
self-interest as an incentive to. act' in:.a way. that minimizes. the: 
risk to ratepayers, and by setting a fair ... ~~' .. ~ias~d forecast :- . . ...,' 
that offers the utility a reasonable opportunity to-; achieve, . and 
even to exceed, its authorized rate of . return with reqardto-. 
revenues from. the less. ~egulated. class •. 

As; a final point ot. clarification; we determ.ined in 
D.8-7-05-071 that revenueshortfalls.·that.oecurbefore the 
transition date and that result fro~,saleS:. under. special contracts 
would :be recovered in ERAM. . Atter the ·transition date,.. howeve,r, .. 
sales under contracts, signed ~efore the transition' date with ... · 
customers in the less restrieted"class will :be treated like other'. 
revenues and will :be not be recovered::in, ERAM. Although this. point 
was made clearly in the text of 0'.8-7-050-071, Conclusion'of Law 10 . 
neglected to' mention'.the transition date ... We Will modify this ... 
finding to clarify our~·intent .. 
Findings of Fact 

l.. In D.8-7-05-071, we requested comments. on proposed. 
guidelines for special contracts, on the definit:ion:ot the LL&P 

'_I " '".' 

class, and on· the appropriate proceedingfo~ review of proposals 
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• for rate options. We also directed the AIJ t~ conduct workshops on 
the proposed guidelines. 

2. The workshops on the· propo~d quidelines wc::-ehcld on 
July 27 and 28, 198-7. In a ruling dated July 31, 198-7, the ALJ 
allowed additional comments on the proposed CJUidelines t~ ~ filed 
by August 14, 1987. 

3. Comments responding to O.~7-0S-071 were filed by PG&E, 
Edison, SOG&E, PSD, CEC~ OGS, Industrial Users',. and NRDC~ Post
workshop comments were tiled by :moC, PG&E, Edison, SOG&E,. PSO·, 
Industrial Users.,. DGS, and Pacific Power.. SOG&E: also responded to, 
certain comments of PSO on Septel'llber 18, 1981. . 

4.. The Expedited Application. Docket (EAr» .. waS:: es.tablished to 
review all special contracts that utilities entered· into-with 
potential bypassers. 

$. The purpose of ·the guidelines for special contracts is to.' :. 
allow for a faster review than would otherwise' occur undertb.e· EAO~. 

6. PG&E,. Edison and SDG&E currently revise the Standard 
• Offer No. 1 ~voided energy' prices quart~rly to reflect changes in 
{ ,/ the price of their ma:t:9'inal fu'els. .. 

7. In the past, the Commission has found it useful to.treat 
marginal transmission and.distribution costs as rental charges.. 

s. The Energy Reliability Index (ERI) provides a readily 
available means of adjusting capacity costs to reflect the need for 
additional generation for Edison and SDG&E. The. ERI may· not be 

suitable' for PG&E'S. system ''Without 'some' ,modification or limitation.' 
.,' 

9. Many customers with demands of 1000 kW' or greater.:. present;:,. 

• 

- . , 

a credible threat of bypass." ~ :......' . '.. '. 
10. There is a tw~to-three- ye;r °leid time required for the 

development and constructi~n ~f a large self-qeneration facility. 
11.. It generally" costs the util,it:i:es more-to- generate 

electrieity during on-peak hours than during off-peak hours. 
12. Higher dexnandsat peak periods ,often create the: need, for 

additional'g~nerating resources. • 
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13. with existing technologies, additional generating 
resources are usually more expensive an4 environmentally 
troublesome than existing =esources. 

14. Self-generation facilities make the most economic sense 
. tor customers when the tacilities are designed to run at a high 
load factor. 

15. NRDC ma4e two relate4 proposals for integ'X'atinq special 
contracts with the utility's long-run resource needs. 

16. The transition date is key to several complex events and 
adjustments that occur with the elimination of ERAM and the AR.A. tor ' 
the less regulated class. 

17. Several parties requested an opportunity to comment on 
the final guidelines for special contracts adopted by the 
commission before those guidelines took effect. When the 
opportunity was offered,. PG&E"DRA, Edison,. SDG&E, :t.."RDC, ,the 

california Energy Commission, DGS, the Industrial Users, Chevron 
U. S.,A., and the Northern Cal;itornia Power Agency submitted 
comments. 
COns::lusions of l&w 

1. All special contracts, should be reviewed under the 
Expedited Application Docket (EAD),. 

2. The EAD should. be expanded: to include review of special 
contracts for incremental sales. 

3,. Special contracts not co~orminq to, the guidelines may , 
still be approved'-if the utility can demonstratGthatthe contract 
is fair to other ratepayers. " 

4. The floo%:, price '!orspecial' contracts sho'uld at least 
cover, the utility' s.,cost.. -of :p~oducing, the .'po;~r· sold und.'er the 

<t". ~", • • 

contract. 
S. It is reasonable ~~ adopt the, SOIl enerqy formula as the 

energy component in ,the ~loorprice guideline. 
6. Each utility should book a credit to its ECAC account 

monthly at the appropriate ECAC rates for eaCh kilowatt-hour sold 
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• under special contracts. Similar credits should be made to other 
balancing accounts to cover the incremental costs of proclucing 
power sold under special contracts. 

7. It is reasonable to use the marginal transmission and 
distribution cost established in each utility'S general rate case 
as the T&O component of the floor price guideline. 

8. When increased load under contracts'for ineremen:tal sales 
requires modification of the existingT&O system or acceleration of 
the installation of planned improvements, the contract price should 
recover an appropriate measure of 'these site-specific increased 
costs. 

9,. The floor price should include- a generation component 
consisting of the ERI-adj,usted SO#l capacity prices.. In lieu of' 
the ERI, PG&E may use the adj 'Ilstmcnt adopted in the pending' 
decision in A.82-04-044. 

10. It i& rQason~l~ at this. time to- restrict the accelerated. 
review provided by the guidelines to ,anti-bypass contracts with 

• cus'tomers- wi'th o.e~ands oflOOOkW or~eater and ,?O in~remental· 
./ sales contracts wJ.th customers whose base demand'J.s, lOOO,kWor 

greater. 

• 

11. For contracts designed to- deter self-generat'ion by a 
customer, it is reasonable at this timete> limit,the ,accelerated:' 
review provided :by the 9uidelinesto- contracts wi th a maXimwn'term' 
of five years,'beginning from the date the deferred. self-generation 
plant would. have begun operation. For"contracts:for incremental 
sales, it is reasonable at this time to limit the accelerated. 
review provided by the guidelines to- contracts with a maximwn term 

, . ' 

of three years. Contracts- should not extend into- periods when 
tore~t indicate that additional capacity will be needed to- meet 
tarqet r~rve marqins. . . , , 

12. 'The price t~rms of a Special 'contract should discourage' 
undue on-peak consumption and should encourage the' customer to- ' 
flatten its load profile 'as much as possible';." 
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13. It is reasonable to establish a guideline that requires 
the energy component of the floor price to be time-~ifferentiated. 

l4. Be¥ond the floor price, utilities should have flexi~ilit¥ 
in developing time-of-use incentives for special contracts. This 
portion of the guidelines is satisfied if the differential between 
the on- and off-peak rate for the customer's marginal consumption 
is roughly the same as the differential ):)etween o~- anc:1 off-peak 
rates- in the applicable '1'00' tariff .. 

15-. It is reasonable to require utilities to present 
customers with a menu of conservation opt~ons durinq negotiations 
for specialcontraets. The elements ot the menu will be developed 
in a workshop' to be 'held. as soon. as.fea.s-ible:' The proqrams 
included in the menu should meet the societal test of cost
effectiveness. The customer may then choose, a contract based 
entirely on rate discounts,. a contract based entirely on 
conservation· items with all electricity sold. at.tariff.rates, or a 
contract based on a mixture ~f rate discounts .and,cons~rva~ion 

. items. However, the .utilit¥'s cost o·f the conservation items plus .. 
. . "~ . 

the net present value of anyd.iscount from tariff rates. may not 
exceed. the net present value o!the total.discount from. tariff 
rates that the utility and. customer would have agoreed to in, the ., 
absence of the conservation option. The initial source of funds 
tor the conservation items. will.'be the utility's. authorized. 
conservation budqet for proqrams des.ignedto se.rv.e· the .less 
regulated. class ... ':rhe utilities may file an advice le.tterto' 
request additional fund$~ when needed, for conservation items 
selected by special eontract~ customers •.. 

10. At present, the less restricted cla~s should be limited 
to customers with demands of 1000 leW" or qrea~er. 

17. Proposals for rate options should usually.be considered, i ' .. 

in each utility'S general. rate . case. It a particular ECAC case is ' 
consid.ering extensive revisions: to rate .design, proposals for rate 

• • ~ I • r 

options may also be, entertained. in that ECAC :.proeeedinq. 
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18. The transition date of April 1, 1988, adopted in 
D.87-05-071 should be chanqed to Septe~er 1, 1988. 

19. Conclusion of Law 10 in 0 .. 87-05-071 should be :lodi!ied 
read as follows: 

N10. Revenue shortfalls occurring before the 
transition date as a result of sales under 
special contracts should be recovered in ERAM. 
After the transition date~ revenues trom all 
special contracts will not be included in 
BRAM.N 

I'I' IS ORDERED that: 

'to 

1. In, order to qualify tor an accelerated. review" special 
contracts entered into by Pacific GaS ,and Electric 'Company (PGStE), 

Southern california Edison Company (Edison), and. San Diego Gas &: 

:E;lectric Company (SOG&E) :must have 'the following elements: 
, a. 

. " .. 

A floor price- consisting: of an energy , 
component "a transmission and. distribution 
('r&D) component~and,aCJenera.tion 
com~onent.'I'heener~ component shall be 
equl.valent to< the ut.l.lity's Standa.rd Offer 
No.. 1 energy price. 'rhe, 'r&D component 
shall be' -based on' themarqinal- 1'&0 cost as 
established in each utility~s,mostreeent 
general rate case:. When. increased load ' 
under contracts for incremental sales 
requires modification of ,theexistinq 1'&0-
system" or acceleration of the installation 
,of, planne~d improv.ements, the contract" price 
should ':recover " an' appropriate measure of 
the,t?e'~ s.i te-specitic, increased' costs. 1'lle 
generation component shall be:based on eAch 
utility'S standard OfterNo,. '1 capacity . 
price, includinq adjustments based on,th.e' 
utility'S most recently established: Ener9Y 
Reliability Index .. ' In lieu of the: ElU, 
PG&E may use the adjustment adopted 'in the' ' 
pending-decision in A.8Z-04-044. l'he ' 
energy eomponent of the floor price shall,' 
be time-difterentiated. 
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b. The contract is entered into with a 
customer with a demand of 1000 kW or 
greater. 

c. For contracts designed to deter proposed 
self-generation by the customer, the term 
of the contract is no longer than five 
years,. conuneneing when the proposed self
generation facility wouldhave,bequn 
generating. For contracts for incremental 
sales, the term of the contract is no· 
longer than three years, starting,when the 
incremental sales under the contract begin. 
The term of the contract may not extend 
into any period when forecasts indicate 
that additional eapacitywill bO needed to, 
meet target reserve margins. 

d. The contract contains time-of-use that set 
a differential between on- and off-peak 
contract rate for marginalconswnption that 
is roughly the same as, the differential 
between on- and off-peak rates in the 
otherwise.applicable TOO' tariff.· 

" ' 

. 2 • At the present, time, .' the Large Light .. and: Power: elass . 
referred to in 0'.8-7-05-071, which is more .];)roperly· called the less 
restricted class, will be limited to· customers. of PGScE, Edison,.an<i 
SDG&E with demands of 1000)& or greater. 

3. PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E.shall,book a . credit to their ECAC 
accounts monthly at the appropriate ECACrates for each kilowatt
hour sold under special contracts.. Similar credits srui.ll.be made 

• 

to ,other balancing aecounts.·to cover'the incremental ,costs of ' 
producing powor sol<1 un<1or IIlpocial contract&). " Within 30 4ay~ of 

. the effect:t~~ date of this decision; PG&E, Eaison, ana SDG&£ shall '. 
. . serve, allp'arties to this proeeeci~n9' with a list of: suc:h credits to 

balancing accoUnts and'a description, including suggested tariff 
revisions~ of how· they proposet~.:make, such. credits'. 

4. Utilities. shall present eUst.0mers.with. a: menu' of 
conservation options during nego~iations tor special contracts. 
The elEments of the' menu will be developed in a workshop. to beheld,' 
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• as soon as feasible. 
the societal test of 

The programs included in the menu should meet 
cost-effectiveness. The customer may then 

choose a contract based entirely on rate discounts, a cont=a~ 
based entirely on conservation items with. all electricity sold at 
tariff rates, or a contract based on a mixture of rate discounts 
and conservation items. However, the utility'S cost of the 
conservation items plus the net present value of any discount from 
tariff rates may not exceed the net present value 'of the total 
discount from tariff rates that the utility and customer would have 
agreed to in the absence of the conservation option. The initial 
source of funds for the conservation items will De·the utility'S 
authorized eonservatio.n budqet for programs designed to serve the 
less regulated class~ The' utilities may file an advice letter to' 
request additional funds, when needed, for conservation items 
selected l:>y special contracts customer:s. 

5. Except in e~raordinary circumstances, ,PG&E,. Edison, and 
S.OG&E shall presen~ ,any rat~ option· proposals in each utility'S 

• Energ'Y costA~justment.Clause proceeding·orqeneral· rate ease. 
j 6. The transition date of April 1,. 198,8., adopted in 

0 .. 8,7-05-071 is changed to· september 1,1988.' 

,r 
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7. Conclusion of Law 10 in D.87-05-071 is modified to read 
as folloW's: 

H10. Revenue shortfalls occurring before ~he 
transition date as a result of sales under 
special contracts should be recovered in ERAM. 
Atter the transition date, revenues from all 
special contracts will not be included in 
ERAM." 

~his order is effective today. 
Dated March 9, 1988, at San Francisco, California .. 
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neqotiate contractual rates or to promote additional 
directly benetit the utility and its shareholders, 

les, will 
ther by 

inereasinq protits or reducinq potential losses. heretore, 
whatever the level of the adopted forecast,. th utility and· its 
shareholders. are at risk for bypass in the s e that any increase 
in actual :bypass will reduce the utility' 

A seconc:l 'loa, ot risk connect with the tore~st is the 
possibility that the torecast will inrme way be :Oiased. Although 
this :bias will not affect the utiJ::t~,.s incentive to prevent bypass, 
aIlel maximize net revenues,' the levei of the revenue forecast is t!le 
boundary be~~een the utility's pr6fit and'loss for sales to the . . /. ' 

less restricted class. Foreca$ts"~ll always vari f=om a~~al 
events to. s'ome deqree" but it is our, 'intent to adopt a tai:- and. c 

unbiased forecast that is e ally" likely to. be hi';h or low com.pa-~d. 
to actual revenues for ,the period. It'the foreC.J.stedrevenues, are ' 
too hi9h because ot bias, it will' be less likely tha.t the utility 

, " 

•
.. will be able to' a~~e~e I e.~f~re.cast" ad. lev~~.!,1!re~enues~ whi<:!l 
alIIount3- to an in,dJ.rect Jr, eduet~on ot the utJ.I~t7"s "aut1;or::.zed ~ta, 
of return. SWlarly / it the forecasted, revenues are too low , ' ' 

• 

:because of bias, itw'ill be hiqhly prO:b~le 'that ~e u't:ili":y will. 
.achieve that lev~l clf revenue, Which~oUnts to" an indirect 
increase in the' rat'e ofretu:rn. Moreover, a biased, low forecast 

I . 

also. :means that other customer classes will ~ve to· bear more '-c.an ' 
I , " 

their intended. share of' revenue responsjJ"ili ty and ·will thus: pay 
hi9'her rates tharj. .they 'should~' . ' , ' 

I, , • 

'Thus, JWe intend that our, adopted.:forecasts will be, 
unbiased and fair." As ~e sta.ted in O.8,7:"OS-071at p~ 17: 

-'rhe /torecasts, should be the best estilnate of 
actual sales 'and' revenues that willoeeur 
c:o~~~erinCJ' the regulatory revisionS we" adopt 
in . 5. decision. The torecasts should reflect 
lower e).."Pected sales levels ,resul tinq from 
customers lost to,;'self-qeneration, lower' 
expectedrevenues..,foX",salesto·c:ustomers'who 
are likely to, be retained on the system. by use" 
of special contraetsa.t less than tariff' rates, 
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and increased sales and revenues tor additi~ 
sales resulting !rom the utility's ability~o . 
o~ter electricity at les$ than tariff rates.* 

Our goal is to develop a forecast tha~n average, is 
high, as often and. to the same degree as it i~ow. Putanot!ler 
way, it we ignore other aspects of the utility's operations, and i~ 
the forecast is accurate and. the utility,:lact:'ons are reasonal:lle, 
the utility would. exac:t!y earn its authofized rata ot ret'J.rn. It 
the utility was particularly shrewd' o/its dealinqs wit!:!. large ' 
C'.lStomers., it would :be able to· increase revenues above the forecast. 
and. raise its ra.te of return. It e utllity was lax or 
unskillful, it would. not receive enouqh revenues to earn ~ts rata 
of ret".J.r:'1. 

'rhus,. in settinq th forecast· ot revenues a.ne. el ~:m~ :nat:";:"c; 

ERAM, we have placed the imme'd.iate risk ofl:lypass.on the utilities. 
Although the utility'S inee.zitive is not a!fec-...ad···l:ly the level ot: 
this forecast , it is. our' ~ten1: to- develop a foncast that is· fair-
and unbiased. '. / . . _ '. 

Another area that seemed,. to contuse SQlne par-ies' was h.ow 
I '. -

forecasts would be revised. D·.8-7-05-071 sQted that atter the 
initial forecasts were/ adopt'ed, they should.~emain· in et::eet' ·until' 
each utility'S next general rate case,. so thattb.e incentives would. 

I . . ' , 

have time to operate) Subsequent revisions would. occur only in the 
I· . . 

qeneral rate case. / . .... 
Some of the .apparent contusion about the torecast 

revision concerns Jhether and tOo'what extent existinq special 
i . .... . 

contracts would })e retleeted in the revised forecasts.. .EV~ . it a 
five-year co~tracf is siqned at the, very beginning ot the rate case. 
cycle, the fl.Ml/two years would. tall into.: the next cycle. Some_ 
parties have wondered it the Commission·1nt~ded.that the actual '. 

• . I . ., 
sales and revenu.es trom such contraets:would' automatically be ' I . . 
incorporated into the revised ,forecast ... 

J .. ' 
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This problem in many ways, resembles the problem raised by 
contracts signed just betore the initialtoreeast is developed. We 
discussed this problem in D.87-05-071,. at PP·. 17-18: 

.. 

NIt these contracts are automatically 
incorporated into, the toreeast,. then the 
utility would have a temporary incent· to' 
enter into many of theseaqreem.ents since' the 
lower revenues resultinq tromthe sales would 
tend to make it more likely that e utility 
would be able to, exceed' the to east,. and thus 
to make a larqer profit trom les to this 
class. AutomaticallY' inco ratinq existing' 
contracts into. the revised orecast would. also
lessen the utility's ince ive to neg'otiate the 
highest possible price t r the sale under the 

, special contracts. Hciw~ver,. ignoring' these 
contracts is also, unrealistic .. 

NOur'solution is to-,kcourage,par1:.ies. to 
examine these eontJ:aets,caretully and to 
consider'the'reasoliableness of the contracts in 
clevelopinq their ,.torecasts of the' overall sales 
and revenues exp~cted from'these contracts in 
.the ~orecast period. I! a party believ:es 
higher· priees ,could' have.been ~'ol:>tain.d from' 
customers· under special .. contracts "then higher 
ravenues,shou,l.d'be incorporated: in,that party's 
forecast.. We do· not contemplate,. however, a' 
detailed'reaaona}:)leness 'review ot eac:hspeeial 
contract asia part of the forecast,proceeding. 
We stress that the 904101: these proceeclings is. 
to. develop/a reasonable estimate o!!Uture 
sales and ;revenues- for the entire LL&P" class, 
and the tems ot individual. contracts are 
relevant/only'. as a small partot· a party"s 
method fer making' its ,torecast~ 'Parties who,. 
examine/individual contraetsshoulcl keep, this 
goal in mind .... Onder this' proced.ure',. ·then, 
these contracts, will;not.be 'autout'ically 
ineorp/orated into-, the !oreeast,. :but the 
reasonableness of their price terms will be 
ret'lected in the:!oreeasts sponsored.·: l:>y 
indiV,idual.part1es.· . '" I ' 

We went on to approve this type of review for the revision of 
/ 

fOrecastS. ) 
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• We still believe that this general approach is suit~le 
tor torec~strevisions. We should make clear that the nature of 
the review of a special cont=aet that occurs in the' Expedited 
Application Docket, especially at~er the elimination o.f ~, is 
not one that resw. ts in' a !i.nclinq that the level 0': priees in the 
special contract is reasonable ancl pruclent. Rather, approval 
merely indicates that the contract's prices are high enough so ~t 
other classes of ratepayers are not unreaso~ har:e4. 
Accord.ingly, at, the time ot the forecast rev 
the develop~ent of the initial forecast, p 
reasonableness o.f ·the prices in scmeor a 
contra~-s. The utility is still respo 

ies can question the 
of ot!le special 

le for making reasonable 
e!!or:,g. to. maximize revenues in·t!Us c ass, and-the revised . 
foreeast sh9uld refleet . the level of l.es and', revenues that result 
from reasonable ef!oX"ts. If a' p~~believes t!iat "t!le utility has 

'wo- I'" . 

not ucle reasonal:lle efforts to 'ze" revenues, that part"J. sh~u!d 

•

. propose a :orecas~ tha~ r~!le~-s e higher .revenues ~t ~ould 
have'resulted it the utility b4 mad.e reasonable ettor-...s to

m.axjJnize revenues fr~m .special/cont:'a~..s. ,. Similar. ly, "the ut:'l~tY 
may argue that the prices in tts.special contrac-..s refiect, 
extraordinary efforts and business acumen, sot!lat 'the fo%'ecast ot 

,the revenues resulting f.rod merely ,reaSO~able effor..s should be 

• 

. . I . . ". .' 
somewhat lower than those fesulting from its.. existing pool ol.f 
special contracts. / . _ , 

. We wish., to- strfss again, howeyer,' thAt we 40. not, want. the 
f.orecast revis'io1'l hearinqs to become, a detailed review-of many" . 
individual contracts.. iTheconcern of the' toreeast·revisio:c. is to ' 
develop- a reasona}:)le Jstilnate of overall sales an:d: revenues., and it 
is unlikely that any fndividual,.contract.will ~ve much effect on 
those' overall tiqures.... . . . . . . 

I ' •. 

'thus, to the extent thAt tlleCoDis5ion, c1eterminos in the 
forecast revision tiJ&t bypass or red.ueedrrevenues.hAve or will 

. ,., ,. . '. 
occur, despite the utility'S reasonal:>le efforts to:maX:ilnize .. 
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revenues, some risk of bypass and reduced, revenues will be shi!~ed 
to, ratepayers. This shift will result from set~inq the level ~f 
expected revenues, which, t~be unbiased~ should acknowledge any 
level of bypass that the utility's reasonable ef!o~s could not 
prevent. Because of the lesser revenues resultinq from this 
unavoidable bypass, remaininq ratepayers may face a larger share o! 
the utility's fixed costs. 

We should again point out the the present system of 
regulation shifts .a11 risks of bypass ~d reduced revenu s t~ 
ratepayers. Our intent is. to· lIIinimfze the risks shitt Cl to 

" 
ratepayers in the forecast by e:mphasiz:i:nq the utilit 's incentive 
t~ maximize revenues. 

Ratepayers BY gain in ~..ro other ways c1 

revision. First, since theutilit".!'s incentive :is tQ-. max"m":::e net 
revenue,. we presu:me that' costSo! producinq.eJ..ec-"':-io.ity for'sales . 
to'the. less regulated class will b~ lIIinimlzeA •.. SOllie of this cos~ 
reduction ·,ri,ll spillover to tlle benefit o/.ot!ler c!asses,. and sCime . 

.' " I' . , .' . 
of these- reduced costs will be·reflec-....edjin lower :Oas~: rates' and 
ECAC rates. Second,. to the ext;ent .thao/the u1:il.ity'sre.aso:c.al?le 
ef~orts are successful in reducil'lq bypass f:om.:t!lealllount t!lat,' 
would have occurred in the absence oi incentives.,. relatively larger. 
revenues will be assigned to the. le£sre9'Ulated'class,. and the .: 

't . " . 

revenue responsibility of 'other eJ..asses will be' proportiona::ely 
lower. / 

It ~y appear ~t wejhave, set anilnpossible task.!or 
oursel vas in ~in9' to develop/a :foreo.a~t 0: sa!;es and. revenues 
that the utill.ty· should be able to attain Wl.th. reasonable ettor-..s, .' . /. . .... . . . . ,., ' 

to- maximi%e net revenues.. Utilities 'JDa~( predi~ly argue t!:J.at t!le: '.,; 
revenues aehieved from· exisiinq special contracts-resulted: from:',· •. ' 
herculean' eftortsand extriordinary business.:acu:men~ Other· parties . r, 

, I" '" ~ 

will argue ~t even more jrevenues were~vailabletor the takinq.it: 
only the utility had exercfsed ordinary Dusiness. skill •. And'- ," 

. /.. . ..,:', 
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forecasts of incremental sales, in particular, will initially be 
base4 on few tacts an4 muCh speculation. 

We are aware ot all these potential problems, but sever~l 
factors persuade us that the tears about these problems are 
overblcWl'l. 

First, we expect that t!le buJJc: ot the cus mers in the 
less restricte4 class will continue to receive el ~icity under 
existing tariffs, ~ that ~e revenues afteeted y the to:ecast$ ot 
bypass and incremental sales sllou14 be a rela 'vely minor par': o,t 
the utility's overall revenues. 'the utiliti s have a strong' 
incentive to re!Use to negotiate a, special cont:::'aC't wit!l any 
customer who c:annot present a verI cre4' e threat ot ~mm';nentJ..y 
leaving the system. Even tor those, omen who, must :be of::erea: 

~ 

reduced rates to s~y.on the syst~,~e utilities should negotiate 
a price as close to- the tari:!:! ~ possible. Koreover •. ':" we 
continue to pursue our goal of mov' <3" 1:oward ~ revenue allocation 
based, o~ Eq\X,al Perc:entaqe .of ~ , Costs (:Ej?MC),. the qap' l:let-.N'ee:l' 

I • It, .. 

the tarift rates and t!le margin¢ cost of- producing' power shou:ld· 
nanow, rendering' self-qeneration somewhat ,less at-:"~~ive and; 
lowering the a.m.,,' ount ot r, ev~~, u I red.ueti~ns that lD.ustb~,' est!lna-:~ .' 
because of bypass and· specl.a cQntracts. ' , 

ThUs., most, of the foreeast should follow existing t:ends , 
ana familiar patterns. The more difficult aspects of the forecast
-estilnating the a.m.ount of/bYPaSs., the revenues receivea f:om 
.customers und.er special' contracts., and'the rave.nues. resulting from', 
increlnental sales-shouJk have'a relatively small effect' on t!le 

. I . ' ' ' 
utilities' total revenues. With time ana experience, our 
forecasting abilities' in this. area shoulcl i:m.prove. , 

/ 
AlSO,. if our incentive system."wor~, properly, the . :, 

utilities' self-inte+stshould provid:e· some assurance that'the 

price levels of SPtC al contracts are not, wildlY',out of line'.. . 
To. return to- the original question, then, the risk of 

. bypass is alloeatel:>etWeen ratepayers arid the utility and its ' . 

- 4.2'-
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shareholders in several ways. Solely because of the ~limination of 
ERAM and the settinq ot a torecast of revenues, the utility has the 

tmmediate risk ot ~ypass, since every dollar ot lost revenue . 
directly attects its net revenues. In the lonqer te~, ratepayers 
bear the risk of bypass that cannot be avoided~y' the utility's 
reasonable efforts to· maximize revenues from the less restricted 
class.. Our goal is to- minimize ~oth aspects ot this r' ~y using 
the utility'S economic self-interest to' give it an entive to. act. 
in a way that minimizes the risk to ratepayers,. an bysettinqa' 
fair and unbiased forecast that otters the utili a reasonable 
opportunity to ac:hieve, and even to: exc~ed, it authorized rate of 
re~ with regard to revenues from the less equlated class. 

As- a tinal point of clarifieatio , we deter.nined in 
. . I 

D.87-05-07l that revenue short!alls thatjCccur before ,the 
transition date and- that result from Ries- under special cont...~c-...s. 

. I' -. . 
would ~e recovered in ERAK.' ,After the transition date, however, 

.. ' I . " 
sales under contracts signed :before the transition date with . 
customers. in the l~ss restricted c~S$,will be treated like other 
revenues and will be not be recov~ecl in ERAM..' Al tho~gh this point, 
was made clearly in the text of d .. 87"';OS.";'071,' Conclusion ,of Law 10 :,' 

neqlected. to :mention the t:ransit'i~n date.'. We will mod.ify this' ,. 

finding to <7la.r.i.ty our intent!.. ' 
Findings' 0: Pact , '. 

'1 .. In D.87-05-07l, we lX'equested comments on proposed 
guidelines tor special contr~cts, on.'the definition of the LL&P' 
" ' . I· '" 
class,. and" on the· appropriate proeeedinq .. tor review ot proposals 
tor rate OPtiO~. Wf!; a150(llrectecl tlleA:I.:J, to,c:o,~.,d.uct workshops on" 
the proposed qu.l.delines. . ' • . 

2. The workshops orr the proP,Osed' guideline~~ were held on 
July 27 and '28., 1987. In! a ruling: dated July 3l, 198.7, theAL!, 

. I . , . 
allowed additional comments on the proposecl' guidelines. ,tc> be filed 
by August 3,4', 198:7. I ' 

, 
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3. Comments respo~ding to 0.37-05-071 were filed ~y PG&Z, 

Ed.ison,. SOG&Z, PSO, CEC, DOS, Inc:lu.st~ial Users, ~c:l NROC. Pos-:
workshop comments were filed ~y N:RDC,. PG&Z,. Edison, SOG&E, PSO, 
Industrial Users,. OGS, and Pacific Power. SDG&Z also responded to 
certain comments ot PSO on September lS, 1987. 

4. The Exped.ited'Application Docket (EAD) was estaDli'shed to 
review all special contracts t!lat utilities entered into' ·.,ri t!l 
potential,~ypassers. 

5. The pU%l='ose of the guidelines tor special cont.:'aC""...s· is to·
allow tor a faster review than would otherwiseoc~~ under~e'~. 

6. PG&Z,. Eclison and SDG&Z currently revise. the Standard. 

ot!er No.1 avoided· enerqy pric~s quarterly.t reflect ~~es L~ 
the ,Price ot their marginal fuels.· 

, 7. In the past, the Commission ha, i": us.e!ul to- t=ea't 
l'D.a.rginal transmission ·and dist=ibution/,=osts as rl~tal clla..'""qes. 

8. 'rhe Energy ReliakJility Inde!e(ER!) provides a readily 

a.va~l~le :means o~ acljuSting . ca;:a~¥, costs. to- re:!lec: t!le ne~~ ,!or 
adC1t~ona~ qeneration for Ed~SO~~d SDG~Z; 'The tR: ~y not be 
suitable tor PG&Z's system witaout some modification or l~tation. . 

. 9·. Many customers widcle:m.an~oi·lOOO ,kW'orqreate::-presen-:. 
a credible threat of bYPass! . . . : 

.10. There is a ~_o-~b-three year lead t1me required tor the 
clevelopment and constru~ion ot ~ larqa sel!~eneration faeili~. 

l.l. It qenerallY,P0sts the utilities more to generate. 
electricity during, oni1leak hours than during ott-peak hours. 

• , /, .' l • l 

12'. Hiqherdemands at peak periods otten create the neeci for 
addi tio'nal .CJenerat!ri~ ~esourc:es;.. 

I .. . 

13. With. exist inC; teebnologies', 'additional qeneratinq 
resources are usually more expensive and.,environmentally 
troublesome than existing resources. 

14. Selt-qeneration tacilities make the most economic sense 
tor customers when the facil:ities are designed to run at a high 
load tactor •. 
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15. NRDC made ~NO related proposals tor inteqratinq special 
contracts with the utility's long-rUn resource needs. 

1&. The transition date is key to- several complex events and 
adjustments that oceur with the elimination ot E:RAM and the AlU. tor 
the less regulated class. 

l7.. Several parties requested. an opportunity to, comment on 
the tinal guidelines tor special contracts adopted ~y the 
Commission ~efore those guidelines took effect. When the 
opportunity was ottered, PG&E, ORA, Eclison, SDG&E,.NRDC, the 
california Energy Commission, OOS',. 'the Industrial Users, Chevron 
'C' .S.A., and. the Northern Calitornia 
comments. 

Conclusions ot Law 

submitted 

l.. All', special contrac::--..s should :be '. eviewed' uncler ~e 
Expedited..Application Docket (EAD)~. 

2. ,The EAD should':be eXpanded to include 'review of special 
contracts. for incremental sales. . ./ 

'3.: Special, contracts not co~or.minq to· theqUic;elines may . 
still be appr,oved it the u~ili t

/

Y ¢an demons~ate that the c.ont...-act 
is fair to- other ratepayers. ' . . . , . ,.' .. 

4. The floor price for special' contracts should at'least 
cover the utility's cost of P,r'oducing the power so,ld under the 
contract. 7 . 

s. It, is reason~le~o adopt theSO#l energy form~a as the 
energy component in. the floor price guideline." .. ' 

&. Each utilitY slIould book a credit to, its ECAC. account 
monthly at the appropria4:e ECAC rates 'foreac:h kilowatt-hour so1.4 , 

I' ' 

under special contracts:' ... · Similar credits shoulc:lbe made to other 
balancinq accoun~ to ,bover the incremental' costs of producinq 
power sold under special contrac:ts~ 

7. It is.reasollableto- use the marqinal transmission and 
distribution cost established in each utility'S qeneral rat~ 'case 
as the T&D component o:f the floor price guideline~ 
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8. When increased load under contracts tor incremental sales 
requires modification o! the exis~ing 'r&D system or acceleration cf 
the installation o! planned improvements, the cont::act price Should 
recover an appropriate measure c! these site-speci:ic inc::eased 
costs. 

·9. '!'he floor price should include a' generation component 
consisting of the ERI-adjusted SOIl capaci~I prices.. In lieu of 
the ERI, PC:':Z may use .the adjust:nent adopted in the pending 
decision in A.82-04-044. 

10. It is reasonaklle at this time to- restrict e ac=ele-~ted. 
review provided :by the guidelines to. anti-bypass c t.-ac--s wit!l 
c::".lStomers ·,dth dem.and.s of'lOOO kW or qre.ater an to. inc::em.e."ltal 
sales contrac-..s wit!l customers whose :base·d dis. 1000' JeW or 
C]%'eater. 

. 11. For cont:'ae-~ .. designed.to cleter el!--9eneration:by a 
cus-:omer, it is reascnable at tliis time o· limit t!le accelerated 

/ 
f 

/, 

./ 

.•.. ~;v~~~eP;::!::d b:~i::ni!::~~:.:~ .:aa:-;e::· :e=::::::n: 
'.c/... ' .i: 

plant wo~d have :beCJllll;. operation •. lor contractS.'~or ·incre:nent~l t 

'._ I 

sales, it is reasona):)le at ,this t:.:me to limit· the ,accelerated: 
re';'iew provided bY' the guid~linel to~ contracts- wit!:l.am"xim:um· ~er.n. 
of three years. . Contracts shO~d not extend into, peri~ when , 
forecast indicate that addit;Z'O. al capacity will be needed to' meet 
target reserve margins.. ..' .' 

12., The price terms o'a special contraet should diseourage' 
undue on-peak consUmption tne should encourage the customer t~ 
flatten its load profile's much as possib'le.. . 

r 
! , 
/' y,- :( 

v''' 

" 

13. It is reaso~nab e to establish a guideline .that re~~es 
the energy component of the floor' pric,e ~ to be" tlJne-di~ferent~ated .. ", . 

'. 

14. Beyond the ! oor price, utIlities should have :flexi]:),ili ty 

in developing time-or.use incentives' tor specialeontraets. This' 
portion cf· th~ guiae/ines is" satisfied if the d.ifferential :be~.N'een 
the on- and of:f-pe~ rate for' the customer's marginal consumption'· , 
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is roughly the same aG the clifferential between on- and ott-peak 
rates in the applicable TOU tariff. 

15. It is reasonable to require utilities to, present 
customers with a menu of conservation options during negotiations 
for ~pecial contracts. The elements. of the menu will be developed 
in a workshop- to be held as soon as. ~easible. 'J:he programs 
included in the menu' should meet the societal test of cost
effectiveness. 'J:he customer may then ,choose a contract based 
entirely on rate discounts" a contract based entirely on , 
conservation items with all electricity sold at tariff rates, or a 
contract based on a mixture of rate, discounts and co rvation.. 
items. However, the utility's cost 01; the conserv ion items. plus 
the net present value of, 1'JJJ.y discount ',', from tari~ rates may nO,t 
exceed the net present value of' the, .total disco' t fromtarif,t 

, ' , 

rates that the utility ancl customer wouldbav ,agreed to. in the' 
absence of· ~e c~nservation option.. 'rhe~ial sour'ce, of f"mds ' 
for the conservation items will be the ut~ity~s author~zed ' 
conservation budget 'tor proqrus desiqn-' to serve. the less ' . 
rec;ulate<:1classoo' 'rhe~tilities ~y, file an. advice letter to . 
request additional tunds" when~eedeal,'forconservation it~ 
selected by special contracts c:ustc£~s.. 

16 •. At present,,. the less ~err~cte(l' cla,ss. 'should :be limited. 
to- eustomers. with demands' of 100;0 leW. or greater.' , 

17. Proposals.' tor rate options should usually be consid.ered· 
in each utility's general rat' ·C:ase~·· ,If. a partic:U1ar ECAC ease is 
considering extensive revisio'ns to rate, design, proposals tor rate 
,options may alsO,.:be entertained in thatECAC proc~ect:1:ng. . ' 

'. / " " '. 
18. The transition ,date of April 1;, 1988, adopted. in 

I . ' . ".' 
D.87-05-071 shoUld be changed. to-September 1,:1988. . 

19.. Conclusion of iaw 10 in·D.a.7-()~071: should. be modified to 
I 

read as tollows: I 
I , 

"10. Revenue' shortfalls oceurrinq-betore the . 
transition date ,as a result otsalesunder 
special contracts should'))e recovered 1n.ERAK., 
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~ter the transition date~ revenues from all 
special contracts will not be included in 
ERAM." 

XNTERllJQRDER 

IT' IS ORDERED that: 

1. In order to,' qualify for an accelerated review, special 
contracts entered into by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&.E), 

Southern California Edison' Company (Edison), and San Diego ,~ &. 

Electric CO,mpany (SDG&'E) must bAve ,the following elements: 
. a. 

. " 

A floor price consisting of an en~ . 
component" a transmission, and, distribution 
('r&D) component, and ,a qeneration , 
component •. The en~,component- 11 be 
equivalent to the ut1lit~s Sta aard Ofter 
No.. 1 energy price-. ,: The ,T&D' mponent 
shall be based on-, the marq , T&D cost, as 

e' .. established ineacn utility's most recent 
general rate: case. When'i creased load 
under contracts ,for !ncre' ental sales . ' 
requires modification 0 the existing T&D' , 
system or acceleration" t the installation 

c. 

• 

'of planned improvemen ' " the contract, price 
shoulc:l recover an. ap opriate measure of 
these site-specitic' creased· costs.. The 
generation compon ,'shall be based on each. 
utility's Stanelar Ofter No;. 1 capacity . 
price, including ~djust:ments based. ,on the 
uti,lity's. most r,ecently esta}:)lisheelEnergy 
Relia))ility In~,a, .. -In lieu" otthe' ERI, 
PG&E ,uy use ~e. adjustment, ac:lopte<.i in the 
pend.inq decis:1.on in A. 82-04':'044 .. "The 
ene~ component of 'the' tloorprice shAll 
be tlJ2le:-o.i:fferentiated.. . ', , 

'!'he contrad is entered into with a, ' 
customer with a ,demand of 1.000 kWor , 
greater. /. ", " ". ' 

For contracts designed to" <.ieter proposed 
selt-qeneration by the 'customer,' the term 
of the corttract' is no, longer than',:f'ive' , 
years" commenc~9' when the: proposed selt
generation facl.11tywould have. begun 
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d.. 

generating. For contracts tor incremental 
sales, the term of the contract' is no ' 
longer than three years, starting when the 
incren1ental sales unc1er the contract beqin. 
'rlle tem of the contract may not extend 
into any period. when forecasts indicate 
that additional capacity will ~e needed. t~ 
meet-target reserve margins. 

'I'he contract contains time-of-use that set, 
a d.iffarential between 01'1- and off-peak 
contract rate tor ~inal consumption that 
is roughly the same as the 'differential 
between on- and oft-peak'rates.in the 
otherwise applicable TOU tariff •. 

2. Utilities shall present customers."w;itli.a menu of 
conservation options. during negotiations for .sp ial contraC""...s. 

, .. '. 

/, 
f 

The elements of the menu will be developed,: in ,worksh,op' to· be held;' 
as soon as t~asible'; Th,e proc;ralDS ~nc:tud.d " the' menu· should meet • 
the soc:ietal test of cost-efteetiveness. he customer, may then 
choose a· contract based entirely on rat8" discounts,. a contract 
based entirely on conservation it~ Al,l eleetri~ity sOld at, ' 
tariff rates, or a contract based on mixture ot rate discounts . 
and conservation i~ems. However, utility~s cost of the 

• t • . 

conservation items. plus the net pr sent· value of, any discount trom. 
, 
• , 
1 

· .' 

ta='itf'rates may not eXceed the rt. present valu~ ot the total 
discount from tariff rates thAt;theutility.and.eustomer would have 
agreed to in the ab~ce, of ~' conservation. option. The initial 
source of tunds tor the conservation itElll1S will, ))e the utility's- . 

. I . . I 
authorized conservation budqet for proqrams designed. to serve the ! .. 
less. regulated class~ The /~tilities:may f1lean advice letter to i 

request .additional funds,.. ,when ,needed,.. tor conserntion items' I 
selected by special contracts customers. ( 

3. PG&E, Edison, and 500&:&. shall book a credit to : their ECAC ! 
accounts'monthly at the ·~ppropri~1:eECAC· rates for eaCh kilowatt- : , " 

hour sold under special contracts.· S,Wlar ·cred.its· shall be made 
to' other balancing' accounts to- cover the incremental costs ot 
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producing power solQ under special contracts. Within 30 Qays ot 
the. effective date of this, decision;' PG&E,. Edison, and SDG&E shall 
serVe all parties to this proceeding with a list of such credits to I 
balancing accounts and a Qescription, including suggested tari~t 
revisions, of how they propose to:ake such credits. ,. ~ 

4.. At the present time, the Large Light and ,. Power cla.~ f ' ' 
referred to in 0.87-05-071,. which,is more properly called the less I 

restricted. class, will be limited. to customers 
SOG&E with demands ot 1000 leW or. greater .. 

ot PG&E,. Ediscn,. and f 

5. Except in extraordinary circumstance ,.. PG&E,.. Ectison, and. 

SDG&E shall present any rate option proposals in'eachutility's 
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause, proceeding or eneral rate case": 

6. The transition' elate of April 1, 88, adopted in 
0.87-05-071 is. changed to September 1, l.~ .', , 

7. Conclusion of Law 10 in D.87-0;-07l." 15 mO<:1ifiecl to r~cl 

as follows: , '&f'" , 
110.. Revenue shortfalls ~c ,inq before the ' 

. ," tranSition date as a, result· of sal.e_ under . ' 
special contracts~ ,should recovered' . in ERAM. 
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Atter the transition aate, revenues from ~ll 
speci~l contracts will not be included in 
E:RAM.' 

This oraer is effective today. 
Dated ________________ --. 

.. 
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